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44 The evidence `1

HEALTH CARE REFORM

the commonwealth
has implicates Mr.
Hartell in no crime.

Jones appeals for help to reform 'perverse system'

Wesley Durham ibe

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones on Monday
pitched his vision of health-care
reform to a General Assembly in
which he has little declared
support.

page 3

66

My humble
beginnings helped me
keep athletics in
proper perspective.

He appealed for help in overhauling a "perverse system" that
eats huge slices of the state
budget but leaves 450,000 Kentuckians without insurance.

FUGITIVE CAUGHT

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton administration wants the
AFL-CIO to invest millions in
retirement savings, of American
workers in a federal program to
build new homes for poor families in 27 cities.
Housing and Urban Development Secretary Henry Cisneros is
talking with the AFL-C10 about
using S500 million in investments
from union pension funds to help
finance „housing and business
development over the next five
years.
Cisneros managed pension
investments before joining Presi-,
dent tlinton's Cabinet. He told
Congress last week he is studying
a variety of ways to "harness the
energy and financial resources of
the private sector" to help
improve the quality of life in
inner-city communities.
Pension funds contain about S4
trillion, in retirement savings for

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A man who fled six years ago
after being charged with sexually abusing his daughter was
jailed following tips prompted
by a segment on "America's
Most Wanted." Page 3.

UNDER PROTEST
Ohio Valley Conference
Commissioner Dan Beebe has
upheld a protest by the Morehead State baseball team in its
April 9 game against Murray
State, leaving the fourth spot
in this weekend's OVC baseball tournament still in doubt.
Page 7.

FORECAST
Today mostly cloudy with a 50
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs near 80.
South. wind_around 10 mph.
Tonight mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Lows in
the lower 60s. Light_ wind.
Wednesday considerable
cloudiness with a 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Highs 75 to 80.
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By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press Writer

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulauon department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — As
recently as Friday, President
Clinton said that within days the
United States and its European
allies would agree on military
action in Bosnia. On Monday, the
White House declared its Bosnia
policy in a "holding pattern."
What happened?
Basically, the administration
• • • •
found that it lacked international
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
support for its military plans, that
it was uncertain about its longer,-Term policy on the-fumer YugoCLASSIFIEDS
slavta and that in the absence of
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50 million Americans. accordir4!
to AFL-CIO - and administration
estimates.
The AFL-CIO's pension trusts
have combined assets of more
than SI billion from 350 pension
programs,' the savings of • more
than 5 'million peopke, director
.Stephen Coyle said .Monday. The
labor federation is devoting about
40 percent of its investment busi
ncss to the program, Coyle said.
The construction projects
would create union jobs, and the
AFL-CIO's investors would get
"safe, competitive and secure
returns," Coyle said. The yield
for the one-, three- and five-year
periods ending March 31 ranged
between 11 percent and 12 percent, he said.
The AFL-CIO's housing and
building trusts produced 3,000
units of housing last year and 2.3
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tion charges and been the star
witness in the two trials stemming from the federal
investigation.
"JaytSpurrier has never made
a payment of money to me in any
amount," LeMaster said.
LeMaster then alleged he
received other offers during the
course of the investigation. But
he declined to say how he knew
the offers were made by
investigators.
"Several occasions. I was
offered - money and sex and'
turned it down because it was
offered in connection with helping someone on - legislation,"
• TURN TO PAGE 2
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This baby robin finds its home in an unusual place atop a porch light. Three robins hatched abnut
h er
three weeks ago in this nest, built by a mother who was not thrilled with the portrait because
babies took leave of their home during the photo shoot.

these two ingredients it couldn't
make a convincing case for
intervention to the American
people.
Clinton found that the Europeans, familiar with the ancient
hatreds of the' Balkans and wary
of a quagmire, were reluctant to
take offensive action. Instead, the
European Community on Monday
called on the United States and
Russia to send troops to protect
U.N. "safe zones" in Bosnia.
Clinton has thus far ruled out
sending troops.
He also found skepticism
-his-administration and. Congress about the longer-term goals

Analysis
of such intervention. If the
United States • bombed Serb artillery targets for several days to
silence the guns -- as was apparently the plan presented to the
Europeans — what would happen
if the Serbs retaliated by attacking U.N. relief troops?
If, as Clinton wanted, the U.N.
lifted its arms embargo and
allowed the Muslims to arm
themselves, who would deliver
the weapons.andlrain_tha Muslim
fighters? The United States has

I 160 people die in doll factory fire
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
An inferno in a doll factory on
the outskirts of Bangkok killed at
least 160 people and injured more
than 400 others, the government
said today. Nearly all the %scorns
were women
The death toll was expected to
rise as bodies were extracted
from the rubble of the charred
factory buildings, which were
II smoldering .1 day OW Monday's Hale I osal police said the
death toll was 180
Interior Minister Chavalit

Yongchaiyudh told reporters he
was setting up a committee to
insestigate the cause of the fire.
Prime Minister Chuan Leckpai
j ti he would direct officials to
lin(1 out whether the doll man's ht,turer had complied with government regulations.
Chas alit said about ME people
remained hospitalired with burns.
snioke inhalation or broken bones
Iron) lumping out al the Noel%
siru, tures
\Lin% of

the workers were
sotin,,, %sown. *ho make up the

majority of Thailand's low -wage
factory work (Circe.
The Interior Ministrs said H.'
()I the dead were women. 10 were
men and the gender 01 another
eight su tons could not he deter
mined beLause of the ses,•rits oP
their muffles
The lire broke out on the first
floor of a lour .tory
wbscli then kollapacid as waken
were trying to escape iterates
•ard

none of those .things has e hecii
determined, none of them ha se
been articulated to the Congress
,or to the American Novi(' al this
point," said Rep. Lee Hamilton.
And with the Muslims trained
chairman 01 the II,'ii
and armed, what incentive would
Foreign Affairs Committee
they have to come to the nego11 Clinton knows, the anc.i.lt'fs
tiating table? Would the war then
to these questions, he isn't •
spread and engulf volatile neighsaying.
boring provinces'? Would the
The seeds ist Clinton's (Mem
United States have to intervene
ma were sown during the election
there, too'?
campaign, when he criticued .
'We've got to be very sure ,then-Presulem Bush tor lading to
what our irttcrests arc, what our 'stop the killings in Bosnia It was
objectives arc, what the costs are one of the few areas ot foreign
going to be..what_we can achieve_
and how we can-get out, and • TURN TO PAGE 2

quietly obtained funding from
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait for
such a scheme, but would U.S.
troops have to carry it Out?

County Need Line helps
180 local families in April
An amount of S3,5112.64 was used during the month
of Murray -Callov.aN (•04enh
help clients at the

ol April I.
COI I In,'

Ni6•44t

Kathie Gentry, executive director. and Carolyn( arroll treasurer
made their reports to the Need Line Board on Slonda. of this tot
al, the amount of $2.1136.26 was used to help k 1 cm. w fib utilities
tither needs were for transportation mech. if. refil 1010 Jrul
mistellancous
Geary said a total of IKO taatelles were assessed-dines Nprii
DsclI Hoffman. presidium. pies.t Pens -wen rims* lae the
y. Jose 14. 1111
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Once-clear Clinton policy on Bosnia now on hold

MISS YOUR PAPER?

To reach any department ed
the newspaper, call 733-191d
and specify which person at
department you wish to
tact. Our regular office hove

"We will benefit financially from

doing the right thing.
"If we do not act, and act now,
to control health-care costs, they
will bankrupt us as a state, as
individuals, as businesses and as
communities."

tors, hospitals . and insurers.
Jones said he would not back
Employers who do not furnish
down on two planks of his plan
— universal insurance coverage
health insurance lor employees
and health-care cost controls.
would be„assessed a pa roll tax.
Kentuckians without health "Jones, who callcd the General
insurance provided by an
Assembly into special session
employer would have to buy
Monday. has found, little support
none front
the state would subsidize the cost
among !„.gislators
for the poor. A health-care
busiu:‘, -- for a pas roll laik, \
authority would be created with
broad powers to set rates for doe- • TURN TO PAGE 2

A•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -State Sen. David LeMaster said
today he was offered money and
sex in exchange for votes during
a federal investigation of corruption in the Kentucky General
Assembly.
LeMaster, a Paintsville Democost, was Mentioned prominently
during the recent trial of former
House Speaker Don Blandford.
Former lobbyist Jay Spurrier,
who was cooperating with federal
investigators, said he had paid
money to 'LeMaster for help' on
horse racing legislation.
During an interview today,
LeMaster flatly denied ever
receiving money from Spurrier,
who has pleaded guilty to corrup-

KENTUCKY — 67°
359.9, -0.5: below 319.3, -1.2
BARKLEY — 68°
360.0, -0.5: below 322.7, -0.8

OFFICE INFO

"Our humanitarian needs and
our economic needs coincide,"
Jones said in a speech to a joint
session of the House and Senate.

Sen. LeMaster claims he was
offered money, sex for votes

LAKE STAGES

To place a classified ad, can
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

"I heard nothing new."
Sen. Jeff Green, D-Mayfield

HUD Plan: Build homes
with pension savings

Julius Erving
page 7

1

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

VOLUME 114 NO. 111

MURRAY KY 42071
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Jobless rates rise in 87 counties •Jones appeals...

FROM PAGE 1
money in the state's General
have most lawmakers shown Fund may be siphoned away by
enthusiasm for anything more health care, he said.
ambitious than a phasing-in of
The "uncontrolled spiral" is
universal coverage.
not limited to government spendJones said after the speech that ing, Jones said. "It is attacking
his plan had not been adequately every business and every indivisold to legislators or to business. dual in this commonwealth," he
from 8.1. Range: 7.0, Daviess, to
"The fact that logic and reason said.
16.0, McLean.
is on our side,- and •(support is)
Jones predictedhis plan would
BARREN RIVER - 6.4, up
not unanimous, leads me to drive insurance premiums down
from 6.0. Range: 4.1, Metcalfe,
believe we need to do a better for working Kentuckians who
to 15.7, Edmonson.
have coverage through an
job," he said.
LINCOLN TRAIL - 7.7, up
The speech stressed one of employer. He also said employers
from 7.3. Range: 5.0, WashingJones' themes: Cost control with- coultsave by joining a proposed
ton, to 11.8, Grayson.
out immediate universal coverage "state megapool" for insurance.
KIPDA
5.1, up from 4.9.
"I loved-it. I think he made
woqld be impossible.
Range: 2.9, Oldham, to 5.3, Jeflac cost of medical care for some good points," said Rep.
LAKE CUMBERLAND - people without insurance "has to Tom Burch, who as chairman of
ferson and Spencer.
NORTHERN KENTUCKY - 8.2, up from 7.4. Range: 5.1. come from somewhere, and it the House Health and Welfare
5.4, down from 5.5. Range: 4.7, Taylor. to 13.8, McCreary.
comes from the higher rates those "Committee would have a leading
BLUEGRASS -- 5.2, up from of us with insurance have to pay
Kenton. to 10.1, Pendleton.
hand in whatever is' enacted.
BUFFALO TRACE - 11.8, 4.6. Rangc: 3.4, Woodford. to for health care and coverage,"
But that appeared to be a
10.8, Estill.
up from 11.0. Range: 7.6, RobertJones said.
minority view.
"Kentuckians - both those
"I doubt that it changed many
with insurance and those without minds in the General Assembly,"
- are waiting for us to lead the
Senate President John "Eck"
way out of this perverse system. Rose said.
involve the United States in Bos- on the U.N. peace plan, how they
FROM PAGE 1
House Speaker Joe Clarke said
before the weekend referendum It is wrong to force those who
wanted to wait for Serbia to
nia, said former National Security
policy on Abich Bush was vulpay for health insurance to also Jones made "a good speech,"
in Bosnia.
Adviser Brent Scowcroft, is that enforce its promised embargo
nerable, and Clinton took
but had "a lot of work to do
Given that the United State and pay the hidden tax that comes
we were -unable-to -answer-those - -against -the Bosnian Serbs, how - its- allies- are highly' skeptical - from -cost -shifting," Jones said. yet"- Clarke-said rat-her-Monday - advantage.
they wanted another U.N. resoluThe reason Bush chose not to questions about the use of miliIn the 30-minute speech, Jones
he was not committed to helping
the referendum's feasibility and
tion to approve air strikes on the
tary force that we answered speceffectiveness, the allies' next reeled off "the big numbers" of pass Jones' bill.
ifically in the case of the Persian 'Bosnian Serbs and how they
Senate Majority Whip Fred
steps arc as murky as the civil health care.
KENTUCKY
opposed Clinton's proposal for
Gulf."
State government will spend
Bradley, whose job is to count
war in Bosnia.
LOTTERY
arming Bosnian Muslims.
Indeed,' Clinton found the
more than S900 million this year
votes for bills, said Jones' speech
The meeting, which White
going
tough
when
confronted
on
health
care
and
has
been
facwas "nothing new."
NOTE
Ruth
EDITOR'S
.
piggly
House aides billed in advance as
with the hard choices of using
"We're all for the concept,"
Sinai hos covered foreign affairs ing annual increases averaging 15
percent, he said.
military force to carry out his the start of a 48-hour consultation
said Bradley, D-Frankfort. "But
in Washington since 1987.
blitz to prepare a plan for
Medicaid spending has tripled
promise.
the funding of it - I just don't
3:91ota it KW I DAY Sili QC Sit'USW
in the last decade, he said. Four know where we're going to get
The turning point came 'Satur-- announcement this week, lasted
Or in S0.1 V CLEtkE
less than three hours. Clinton's
years from' now, half of all new
day. After telling: a skeptical
the money."
news, corps at a Rose Garden ,weekly sradio address Saturday
Pick 3
news conference Friday that was devoted to campaign reform.
6-0-9
"there's a lot more agreement A planned Sunday meeting with
than you think" with the Euro- congressional leaders to discuss
FROM PAGE 1
CLEVELAND (AP) - PresiT-e Pick
LeMaster declined, to say if
peans on military force. Clinton Bosnia was put off.
dent
Clinton
opened
a
campaignLeNlaster said.
On Monday, Clinton left
authorities have been in contact
met Saturday with Secretary of
7-12-15-20-23-43-47-49
style push to refocus attention on
"Sex was definitely used to try with his attorney, James Neal of
State Warren Christopher who Washington to campaign for his
his
economic
package
Monday,
to
entice me, but I declined it," Nashville.
,
economic
program. "Bosnia is in
had just returned from Europe.
saying he may have tried to
LeMaster said.
-0
What he heard was a litany of kind of a holding pattern at this
Prosecutors are believed Mantackle too many issues at once
U.S., Attorney Joseph Whittle
time," said Press Secretary Dec
European reluctance: how* they
ning
a news conference for later
but would rather "err on the side
declined comment today on
..• ..
Dee Myers.
preferred to wait for the Bosnian
Shell
this week, which has traditionally
effort."
of
LeMaster's
claim.
Serb referendum next weekend
She said Clinton would call
He- "delivered a no-apologies
LeMaster said he has not been provided the format for announcallied leaders later this week to
defense for moving on so many
contacted by federal authorities ing new indictments in the
discuss Bosnia, but she indicated
fronts,
including
tax
increases
he
since the investigation became investigation.
that no decision would be made.
Vote Marcia D. Brandon
Whittle and FBI Kentucky
acknowledged go beyond those
public last year. - LeMaster is
Magistrate Dist. #3
chief
V. Davei, Kohl have both
he foresaw during last year's
chairman of the Senate Business
said
more Phdictments are
A vote for me is a vote for the candidate that will work hard for
campaign.
Organizations.and Professions
more jobs, better law enforcement & fire protection and
expected in the investigation.
Clinton
suggested
his
Committee. The investigation is
improvements to our tourism and recreational facilities.
Eleven indictments have-been
domestic-policy initiatives on the
3 Murray Ky
code-named Boptrot, -after--the returned in the investigation and
Paid For By Marcia Br.,clorl
economy, on health care, on initials of the committee and the
all have resulted in' guilty pleas
overhauling the cod* loan sysharness racing or trotting or convictions.
WALTER L. APPERSON
tem and on campaign finance and
industry.
Publisher
welfare reform are interrelated.
"I think most of you want us
ALICE ROUSE
to do something and I jhink you
General Manager
want us to be bold," Clinton said
MARY ANN ORR
after plunging into a crowd at a
FROM PAGE 1
Need Line Golf Tournament at
Advertising Manager
downtown shopping center. It
Kenlake
State Park on May 8 was
Library.
At
this
County Public
was the first stop of a trip
meeting, new officers and board given by Gentry, Hoffman and
DAVID STOM
designed to regain lost
members will be installed and Everett Craig.
Circulation Manager
momentum.
Gentry said items needed for
changes in the by-laws will be
KAREN COVERT
Later, he told a luncheon with
the Need Line pantry include
voted on.
business leaders: "The costs of
Classifieds Manager
6th & Main
Hoffman said this is an open instant potatoes and rice, egg carare
very,
very
the
status
quo
753-0489
meeting and all persons, busines- tons and stick margarine. These
The Murray Ledger & Tires(USPS 306- 700)
high, even if you don't see them
churches, clubs, etc., are may be taken to the Need Line
ses,
The Murray Ledger it Times a published
on the ledger sheets.... I think we
ehery afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
invited
to have representatives at office on the bottom floor of
Thanksgvirc Day. Chndrnas Day and Nees
more than one thing-, at
can
do
the meeting to see the work of Weaks Community Center
Yews Day by Murray Newspapers hc., i00t
one time."
Whenell Dr. Murray, KY 42071 Second
Need Line, a United Way agency. between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4
Re-Elect
Class Postage Pad se Murray, KY 42071
Demonstrating a change ot
A report of the successful p.m., Monday through Friday.
•• • •
strategy from recent speeches,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In WSW already
served by carters. $5 per month, payabie in
Clinton also -declined to -blame
advance By mail in Calay Co and to
Barton, Kardon, Mayfield. Sedalia and FrRepublicans for seeking to block
moon, Ky and to Pans, Buchanan and
his programs, charting a more
Puryear,, Tenn $57 per year By mad to other
destinations $6450 per year
populist course of blaming lobdown to take the HUD job, and
FROM PAGE 1
byists and other entrenched
To reach all departments of the newspaper
million square feet of commercial his expertise "has helped trephone 753 196
Washington interests instead.
mendously," Coyle said.
• • ••
are
lining
the
"The lobbyists
and industrial space over the past . "The dialogue 'accelerated
The Murray L edger ti TIMIS IS II r•errblir of
the Associated Press Kentudy Press Assocorridors of Washington as never
five years.
• when he personally got
c:ivy:rand Southern Newspapers Publishers
before. There are 80,000 of them
"In any category on the
Asscoabon. The Associated Press a exduinvolved," Coyle said.
srvely embed 10 DENIS ongirwed by the
there," he told the City Club of
domestic agenda, we need capiMurray Ledger & Tres
Cleveland.
According to a draft proposal
tal. Pension funds are a great
potential resource," Coyle said. on the program. AFL-CIO pen"We give people competitive sions would provide S500 million
returns( safe. investments. But to S660 million. An extra $550
also we are working with com- million would come from local,
munities. We want to be a steady state or federal governments and
#1 on the Ballot
and serious player in this local private sources.
housing development. picture."
That money would be used to
From 1989 until last year. Cis- build or
renovate 10,000 to
neros managed S525 million in 12,000 units of
housing,.generatpension funds and other assets as ing 10.000
... a prosecutor whose actions in drug
to
15,000
new conchairman and chief executive of struction
and construction-related
and alcohol cases have resulted in:
Cisneros Asset Management Co.. jobs.
an investment firm. He stepped
*** Thousands of dollars in confiscated property
and cash being forfeited to local drug enforcement funds
*** Over 91% of those prosecuted for misdemeanor
Frieleral-Shile hisrlee News Shrieks May II, 11413
dmtof&nses other than DUI being found
Keshecky Purchase Arm Hog Markel leper' Imbues§ 3
guilty
Bayles
lecelpts: Act. XV, Cal 1341 lierriews
f.4
GNU Maidy le .13 War Saws stead, Is LSO Ismer
*** Over 89% ofthose prosecuted for misdemeanor
IlB 1-3 138-151 Ib
1143343-44 es
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
LS 1.3 11533* the.----1411.311•413.11111
alcohol offenses other than DUI being found
*Clean, Dependable Cars
IJS
131-166
guilty
US 3-4 mere Hi.
141.011-43.110
*Can Us For Rates
Same
Did you know that the school tax lawsuit
*" Over 880 judments of guilty being reached by
2311-384
US 1-3
-131.1111-33.411
US 1-3 310-4110 Neu
is costing you thousands ofdollars? Did you
SO
trials and pleas on misdemeanor DUI cases
US 1.3 445.535 s.______________ 53331.34.54
St.
Main
East
know that Calloway County taxpayers are
111 1-3 SU seed up
Ul
MASS 114.------------130.1113-31.4111
753-4461
to think before driuing under
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - cent in Oldham County. Then
Unemployment in March hit 25.7 came Trinible County, 31;
percent in Elliott County, which Woodford County, 3.4; Shelby
had the state's highest rate for a County, 3.9; Fayette County, 4.0;
14th consecutive month, accord- Henry-and Metcalfe counties, 4.1;
Madison and Todd counties, 4.2;
ing. to a report.
Elliott was among 87 counties and Bullitt County, 4.5.
Foray -Counties had rates of 10
whose jobless rates rose from
percent
or more in March, comFebruary to March. Rates
declined in 27 counties and were pared With 33 in February and 44
unchanged in six, the report by in March 1992. Sixty-five counthe Cabinet for Human Resources ties had lowerrates than at the
same point last year, the report
said.
said.
The Lexington metro area had
The second-highest rate was
21.4 percent in Magoffin County. a 4.5 percent rate, up from 3.8
Then came Carter County,. 18.1; percent in February. The rate
WolfeCounty, 16.9; Lewis Coun- slipped from 5.3 percent to 5.2
ty, 16.7; McLean County. 16.0; percent in the Louisville area.
Trends by area development
Edmonson County, 15.7; Morgan
County. 14.8; Ohio County, 14.3; district:
PURCHASE'- 6.7 percent, up
and McCreary County, 13.8.
The lowest rate was 2.9 per- from 6.6 percent. Range: 5.4 per-

cent, McCracken County, to 11.5
percent, Ballard County.
PENNYRILE - 8.4,
unchanged. Range: 4.2, Todd, to
13.2, Livingston.
GREEN RIVER - 8.3, up

,s_on, to 16.7, Lewis.
; GATEWAY - 11.8, up from
10.8. Range: 9.1, Rowan, to 14.8,
Morgan.
FIVCO - 13.2, up from 12.3.
Range: 11.3. Greenup, to 25.7,
Elliott.
BIG SANDY - 11.5, up from
10.0. Range: 8.8, Johnson, to
21.4, Magoffin.
KENTUCKY RIVER - 10.5,
up from 9.7. Range: 6.4, Leslie,
to 16.9, Wolfe. ,
CUMBERLAND VALLEY 9.5, up from 8.9. Range: 7.5,
Rockcastle. to 12.5, Jackson.

II Once-clear...
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Clinton focuses
on economic plan •Sen. LeMaster...

-Murray
Ledger & Times

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

•Need Line...

Ross
Insurance
Agency

David L. Harrington

III HUD plan...

Please Voteo.

County Attorney

el./c4
Calloway County
Judge Executive

HOG MARKET

A & A AUTO

••• School Tax

RENTAL

Holland Motor Sales

the
People are stopping
total
arrests
and
alcohol;
for
DUI
influence ofdrugs
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David L. Harrington
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paying for this unnecessary lawsuit twice?
On the 10th of each month school tax
collected by the sheriff is turned over to the
county government with a report. Therefore, I hold that the County Judge George
Weaks and Sheriff J.D. Williams are
equally responsible for this costly on going
lawsuit. This should have been settled_in
the twice monthly Fiscal Court meetings
before reaching lawsuit stage.
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TV show helps nab man
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
man who fled six years ago after
being charged with sexually
abusing his daughter was jailed
following tips prompted by a segment of "America's Most
Wanted." ,
Ralph Solomon, 41, appeared
in court Monday in Jefferson
County. He was being held in
lieu of $10,000 bond.
The television show featuring
Solomon's case aired April 30;_
three hours later Solomon was in
Giles County Jail in Tennessee.
He was arrested at his job after
the show's broadcast prompted
numerous calls to the sheriff's

JOHN P TAYLORtedger & Tares photo

Election of officers and directors of the Murray Calloway Economic Development Corporation was
held Monday at the annual membership meeting. Elected were (from left) Dr. Jim Byrn, secretary:
Dr. Bill Wilson, director; Buddy Buckingham. president; Harold Doran, vice president; Steve Zea,
treasurer. Missing from photo are Chuck foster. vice president and director; and Tommy. Marshall,
director.

The daughter has been -under
the care of the Presbyterian Child
Welfare Agency in eastern - Kentucky since 1988.
"She has progressed in the
independent-living program,"
said Charles L. Baker, president
of the agency. "She's a strong
and courageous person."
Baker said he thinks that when
the daughter wrote to the television program, she was more

office in Giles County, where
Solomon had lived for the past
three or four years.
Solomon was indicted 'in June
1987 on charges of raping,
sodomizing and sexually abusing
his daughter from 1978 to. 1985.
But before his first scheduled

objection by the commonwealth," Hardin Circuit Judge
Hugh Roark wrote in his May .5
order.
He said that only Commonwealth's Attorney Jeff England
has the authority to quash the
.indictment of Alhat ,L. Hartell
Sr. before trial.
Defense counsel Wesley Durham argued that grand jury testimony does not implicate Hartell
in a crime and his indictment.

NEWS OF TIIE WOIZLI)
EPA FINDS LEAD IN TAP WATERsystems around the

should he dismissed.
'The evidence the commonwealth has implicates Mr. Hartell
in no crime," Durharh said:
Hartell was arrested and
charged with trafficking in marijuana over 8 ounces after detectives discovered marijuana in his
Elizabethtown home Sept. 24.
Hartell's grandson, Steven
Robey, who cares for him, was
not at home but was arrested later
on Charges of trafficking, in

PLATFORM for GROWTH

Mills misses deadline
but won't miss paycheck

WASHINGTON (AP) — More than 800 drinking water
nation tail to protect tap water from excessive lead, the Environmehtal Protection Agency says. EPA Monitoring, conducted between last .July and
December found lead above -what it considers a safe level in 819 systems
that serve 30 million people. An additional 1,100 water systems did not complete EPA's required monitoring and will be subject to enforcement action,
the agency said. A list of those systems was not immediately available, officials said. EPA--was releasing the list today of water systems with lead problems — defined as those exceeding the acceptable level of 15 parts per
billion

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --Treasurer Frances Jones Mills
missed the deadline for disclosing
financial information, hut the
Executive Branch Ethics Commission decided not to punish
violators yet, niCaning Mills will
get her salary.
DAVIDIA.NS WILL FIGHT FOR LAND
Mills. who signs state payWACO, Texas (AP) — The Branch Davidians grassy 77-acre_ spread is
is among about 100 offichecks,
is,
home to fire ants, large-mouth bass and maybe even oil. The question
cials
haven't filed their distheyll
who
say
cult
-delinquent
tax
the
of
Members
property?
whq Will gel the.
closure forms, according to a list
fight to keep the charred tract where tiavid -Koresh and -77-diSciples were
compiled by the commission.
killed by fire and bullet's April 19. The survivors, some of them in jail and
others staying in hallway houses or with relatives, say the land is theirs to
More than 800 officials_ arc
redevelop if they so choose. But county records show the Davidians owe. required to file. The commission
taxes.
property
1992
and
$3:351.72 in. 1991
sent one reminder before the
deadline and intends to send
FAKE MOTORMAN STEALS TRAIN
—
NEW YORK (AP) — A subway butt took the A train. Literally. He posed as a another.
motorman, showing up in uniform with an operator's equipment bag, and
says the salary
law
State
took a subway train with hundreds of passengers on a 2'4 -hour, 47-mile should be withheld for those
up
tripped
was
finally
man
ride. He even made all his stops on time. The
when he took a curve too fast and triggered an emergency brake, Transit missing the April 15 deadline,
Authority spokesman Jared Lebow said Monday. An inspector was called but because this is the first year
and the impostor was taken to headquarters for drug and alcohol tests the disclosure has been required.
required of drivers caught speeding. But when he arrived, the subway afi- the agency decided Monday to
cionado dashed — where else? — into a subway station and got away. hold off on punishment.
_A law passed last year requires
JOURNALIST KILLED BY TEEN
officials in the executive
top
NEW YORK (AP) — The slaying of a crusading anti-drug journalist who was
to fill- out financial statebranch
shot in the head by a hooded gunman at a bar last year was carried out by a
ments that would disclose poten16-year-old in the pay of Colombia's drug lords, authorities say. The teential conflicts of interest. (A simiager and the alleged middleman in the contract murder were indicted Monday in the slaying of Manuel de Dios Unanue, 49. U.S. Attorney Mary Jo
lar law for the legislative branch
White_ said several more suspects were in custody and being questioned.
will take effect-soon. An_ officia I
She said de Dios' slaying was prompted by hii exposes of narcotics links
who doesn't file the statement an
between Colombia and the United States and resulted from a $20,000 con"shall have his salary withtime
drug
Cali
the
of
leader
reputed
a
Londono,
Santacruz
tract offered by Jose
held from the first day of noncartel.

Ek lect The PAULJERRY LEE
//

Candidate
For Sheriff

9. Promote agri-business
programs and assistance

marijuana.
Durham said that statements
Hartell gave Kentucky State
Police Detective Randy Gibbs at
„the time of his arrest indicate the.
grandfather did not know marijuana was being grown at his
home.
According to court records,
Hartell also told detectives, however, he had heard Rohey talking
about growing marijuana.

compliance;• the law says.
Frank Leidermann, a Spokesman for Mills. said Mills didn't
get the first reminder apd later
realized she had missed the deadline. Since then she has been
compiling information and plans
to turn it in soon, he said.
The commission is preparing to
review the disclosures and probably will ask for more information from people who disclos-cd
that they own stocks and bonds
but did not list the companies or
organizations. Commission
Chairman Livin-gston Taylor say
that such information appears to
be required under the law. •
But before the commission
asks for the information, it will
prepare a formal opinion on the
issue.
Mark Guilfoyle, the governor's
general counsel, who advises the
commission, is one person who
didn't disclose the names of the
stocks and bonds he holds.

10. Develop long-term
county plan
Paid for by the Candidate, Bill Phillips,
104 N.5th Street, Murray, KY 42071
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•28 years experience in Law Enforcement
•9 years as Chief of Police
•9 years as Criminal Investigator
'Member Kentucky Law Enforcement Council
'Attended FBI Academy, Quant1co. VA
"Committee for Western Area Narcotics Force
*Graduate of Murray State University
'Taught Criminal Law at Murray State University
*600 hours of Law Enforcement Training
Eastern Kentucky Criminal Justice.System
'Your vote for an experienced.
educated hard working professional
can make a difference
Pam
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Please check the remodelingiob
you would
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kitchen
addition
room
0

EJ bathroom
family room
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garage
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Driveway
Sealer
• Does not tracok
• Does in 3 hrs
• 5 Gal Pad

Base Included

'699

* ANNIVERSARY SALE *
WHOLE HOUSE
SALE!
3 Bedrooms, Living Room & Hall,
Up to 70 Sq. Yds. of Carpet & Pad
$48900

Many colors of
sculptured to
choose from

OR

Superior
In Education,
Experience,
And
Level of Experience
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Circuit judge questions drug indictment
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— A circuit judge raised
Lions about a drug indictment
returned against an elderly, legally blind man but said he couldn't
dismiss it.
"Although the court can hardly 'believe that this 85-year-old
blind man would be involved in
trafficking in drugs, this court
has no legal authority, prior to
trial, to dismiss an indictment for
insufficient evidence over an

intent on re-establishing a relationship with her mother than she
was on punishing her father.
"She saw her as a victim too,"
Baker said.
• Solomon and his wife, Debbie.
had recently moved from Giles
County' across the state line into
Limestone County. Ala., according to Charlie Thornton, a friend
of Solornon's.
-Thornton said Solomon kad
told him that his and Debbie's
children were living with
Debbie's parents.
Thornton said he was surprised
to learn of the charges against
Solomon.

court appearance, he fled.
The charges languished until
the daughter, now 18, wrote a
six-page letter to "America's
Most Wanted."

Choose from $64900
Plush, Hi Low or
Track Less
A Heavier Carpet

OR
With this group you
can have a Monsanto
Trackless or a great
Monsanto Saxony

'799"
.999.0
OR

Step up to a dense
Mansanto that is 9
designed for
heavy traffic

*

12

?.

ii
13
12

Sales tax or Installation is not included No
other promotion, coupons or discounts can
be accepted Price is for up to 70 yds of
carpet & 7/16 pad

LARGEST STOCK OF
FIRST QUALITY CARPET
IN THIS AREA
SUBJECT TO PRESENT
STOCK---NO ORDERS.
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION!
Prices Good At Both
Locations With A
Combined Stock Of
Over 2,000 Rolls
Of Carpet
Flawed Carpet Tiles, Do A 12)(12
Room From '15"r Yes, Only 119'11

NEW SHIPMENT OF AREA RUGS *

Make Your Home "A Cut Above" With Our 100% Wool
Hand Made Area Rugs From India.

"All Area Rugs On Sale Now!"
Clarksville, TN
127 lemurs& Rd
Mess eon+ Governors WI Newel Wordy
615 S1.2-117,17
SAon in 1- 7 p rri
Sot •6

Puryoar, TN
Jut/ Oul 0/ Hazel
Hwy 611
in TN of 14 mi O4sr11+ of Parks
901 496 11963
1.40vi in 6S p fv%
Sat •5p.
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The pause that refreshes?
I was a "change of life baby,"
the exclamation point at the end
of my mother's life sentence to
the drudgery of parenthood. "If it
weren't for you kids," she used to
say, never completing the statement but letting us imagine the
rest for ourselves: Mother as
brain surgeon. As simultaneous
translator at the United Nations.
As proud mistress of a spotless
-house-with creamy satin upholstery on all the furniture.
So when the doctor asks me,
"What was your mother's menopause like?" I'm not sure how to
answer. She never mentioned it,
of course. I mean, we're talking
about a woman who would not
publicly admit to having sexual
organs, much less discussing
them. The same woman who discreetly slipped a copy of a pamphlet titled "Now You Are Ten,"
on my bed one day when I was
twelve.
Obviously, not the sort who
initiated mother-daughter chats
about her climacteric.
That's why there are two books
sitting on my desk right now.
Gail Shechy's The Silent Passage, and A Woman Doctor's
Guide to Menopause, by Lois

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

WASHINGTON

TODAY

Lobbyists newest
Clinton villains
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — With 80,000 villains, the hero can't miss.
That's the script President Clinton is using, with Washington lobbyists
cast as the heavies, in his quest for political reform.
"There are 80,000 lobbyists in Washington making sure that I can't
take care of your interests," Clinton told a crowd at a Cleveland shopping Mall Monday, and said he's working to curb their influence.
Guesses.at the number of lobbyists — people paid to influence
legislation and government policy — vary widely, running as high as
the estimate Clinton used down to about 12,000. Only about 7,400 are
registered under the loosely drawn law requiring expenditure. reports
to Congress.
The Yellow Pages list only 70.
But lobbyists seldom call themselves that. They are lawyers, consultants, association directors, legislative representatives. Lobbyists
got a had name in the 19th century, and the calling hasn't shaken it
yet. Business and interest group lobbyists always have been a prime
target for reformers who, in turn, lobby for reform.
And that wits before Ross Perot made high-priced lobbyists in
thousand-dollar suits and alligator shoes the emblem of his complaints
against insider Washington. That's still part of Perot's ,standard
speech. The campaign that won him 19 percent of the presidential
%ote is still on, for his message and his organization. The impact is
evident.
The Senate has just voted to require detailed accounts of who is
'lobbying, what for and what they're paid. There were only two votes
against the bill. It would require disclosure of any lobbyist gift to a
lawmaker or staff memberthat is worth S20 or more, and that includes
doing lunch.
Clinton's tax bill would eliminate corporate deductions for the cost
of 1obby ing,and the money-saved-would be _used ta subsidize congress ona I campaigns under his reform bill. That measure also would ban
campaign contributions or fund-raising efforts by lobbyists for memhem of Congress within a year of any effort to influence them-.
• "If adopted, believe me, this proposal will change the culture"of
Washington," Clinton said in his Saturday radio talk. It also would
invite end runs — donations from the same interests, but from people
who aren't engaged in lobbying.
And not yet, in any event. Once approved by Congress, it wouldn't
take effect until after the 1994 elections. In the interim, fund-raising
congressmen — and Clinton political lieutenants — arc looking for
contributors where they have been found before, on lists that include
those same lobbyists and interest groups.
They -say, accurately if defensively, that they're following the rules
and will until the rules arc changed.
The Clinton Democrats arc trying to line up contributors, lobbyists
among them, for a51,500-3-plate fund-raising dinner on June 28; one
inducement_is a weekly policy briefing for major donors. Republican's
did the same during their 12 White House years.
"I think it is important that we do our best to reconnect people to
the political proces
never ffnrrl _to_ colTIC40__II_Alinnif_
like this, hut desperately care about their country," Clinton said at a
SI,500 Democratic congressional dinner on May 4.
"... I believe we ought to pass a campaign finance reform bill, not
,hecause I don't want you to give but'because I want them to be able
to give, too.''
•
Proposing the bill on Friday, Clinton said he was bearing down on
"the lobbyists who symbolize the reason that nothing ever seems to
get tfone here in this city.—
He 'called it "a veritable influence industry."
"Now the lobbyists are lining the corridors of Washington as never
before." he said in Cleveland. Clinton said he needs clear public support to hold his program together against their competing interests.
But modern lobbying works both ways. Clinton also has acknowledged that lobbyists have information that should be heard, and that
"we in government often benefit from their views."
The administration has its own cadre of lobbyists. They make the
case- directly in Congress, and they also use the techniques of their
private counterparts, enlisting corporate or professional interests when
they'll make common cause for administration aims.
President Truman once was asked tow he felt about lobbyists who
favored his programs.
They wouldn't he lobbyists. Truman said, they'd be citizens appearing in the public interest.

Ledger & Times columnist
Jovanovic, M.D. with Suzanne
Levert.
Written in a breathy, _urgent
style with achingly clever chapter
titles like "Wisewoman Power"
and "Cinderella Hits Menopause," Sheehy's book veers
between oversimplification and
wide-eyed awe. Arc we the first
generation to go through menopause or what?
--Maybe- my eshugcit level is too
low and I'm just being picky, but
it seems as if almost every
woman quoted or referred to in
The Silent Passage is extraordinary. Adjectives like "highpowered," "prominent," "ravishing," "sensual," describe the
incredible women Sheehy has
interviewed.
balance of hormone replacement,
they arc able to take new, youn-
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ger lovers; run multimillion dollar corporations; make the transition from middle-age homemaker
to real estate maven in mid hot
flash. Though Shechy,'s research
appears to be thorough, her anecdotal reporting is so biased to
women on the "fast track" that
readers arc left wondering if
menopause is a state reserved for
the over-achiever.
With a more clinical approach
to the subject, Dr. JoiatieVricritreatise is sober, bordering on
boring. It features checklists and
self-tests, as well as those scarylooking drawings that make
women's insides look like a
cow's skull from a Georgia
O'Keefe, painting.
Another feature of A Woman
Doctor's 4triide to Menopause,
perhaps attributable to the doctor's co-author, are helpful bits of

And after all that, we still
don't know what Comes after the
dot-dot-dot in those old "Modess
because..." ads.
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100 days offraud and counting

F.DiTtik's NOTE — Walter R. Mears, .ice president and columnist far The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and
national politics for more than 30 years.

May 3. /1 Giorrtale. Milan. Italy. on Bosnia:
tPresident) Clinton is right in sj ing that the agreement reached in
Athens is the. first result of a firmer polio toward Serb'.. because
Belgrade has' realued that the weight of %miter sari. tions Lould tie
ex.;essitie
The internal opposition. ca.ily held at has as long as things %ere
going *ell, is raising Na bead now that the economic boacott ha.
begun to bate.
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Constance Alexander

information headlined "Hot
Flash!" No kidding. These pearls
of menopausal wisdom contain
little-known facts, such as a study
conducted at University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. The
research showed that women who
took the initiative to learn the
facts about menopause and maintain a good attitude experienced
lower levels of depression and
fewer symptoms than women
with pessimistic outlooks:
Now that menopause has come
out of the closet, I imagine we
will be assailed with talk show
after talk show on the topic.
Movie stars will discuss their
mood swings with Oprah. Infomercials will fill the airwaves with
wonder products that replace horyes.
mones and revitalize
Gail Sheehy will be quoted
extensively and interviewed
exhaustively. Audiences will clap
and cheer when she raises her fist
with the battle cry: "Women
don't have hot flashes, they have
power surges."
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"They don't want to give (Clinton) a chance to get started. They
don't want to give the President's
program a chance. They want to
embarrass the President, to defeat
the President and cause his programs to fail."
That was Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell responding to the
Republican minority's successful
filibuster of President Clinton's
spending proposal (also known as
the "economic stimulus package").
Yet when the last "new President" came to Washington in 1989,
Mitchell and his Democratic colleagues did their best to embarrass
and defeat George Bush and cause
his programs to fail. Mitchell
promised to filibuster Bush's economic stimulus plan, saying, "It's
not really responsible to take a step
which will guarantee a skyrocketing
deficit in the future."
When the Clinton plan was presented, however, Mitchell had no
problem supporting it. c cn though
it would have sent the deficit into a
higher orbit with new spending this
year and only partially reducing the
deficit in subsequent years The
small decrease would not come by
creating real jobs and growth in the
pnvate sector, but by increased
taxes and a severe reduction in
Military spending, the kind that put
ow armed forces in jeopardy in the
1970s through similar cuts made by
the Caner AdmintWation
There is a growing disturbance in
the electoral force People who
were seduced by Clinton % chann
and promise% that he would be
different Demotrat, who beliesed
he cared about the mkklic .14%%
wPin sword with *hat he said about
goverosniens- -dam 41 t'WU/ no as
should not At w satoitc41 in pro
per a lives ate starting Si' awaken to
she salad truth that *es Mar been
ties b? a ma wall the dial of a
wiewaaa
ne felt 1nn lbws. die Chaim
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Cal Thomas
2
Sijiiiicatgd columnist s-.
presidency has offered plenty of
evidence that it may have perpetrated one of the greatest frauds in
political history.
In March, 1992, Sen. Mitchell,
echoing much of what candidate
Clinton was promising on the
stump, said: "The middle class in
America has been socked too long
and too hard ... Our bill gives a tax
break to middle-income Americans
... We Democrats want to cut taxes
on the middle class ... (our plan)
will reduce the deficit, unlike the
President's plan, which will increase
the deficit."
House Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt said at the same time,".We
stand for tax relief for the middle
class."
Then-Sen. Uoyd Bentsen spoke
of a Democratic tax relief plan that
would offer aid and comfort to "a
median income family of four making $35,000 a yew." Apparently
such families are now considered
"rich" by President Clinton, who
Wan 10 think they have not been

paying their "fair share." These
"rich" people, according to House
Speaker Tom Foley, must pay more
taxes in order to "participate more
constructively in sharing the burdens of government."
Democrats just don't get it.
Government is the burden on too
many of us, and under Bill and
Hillary Rodham Clinton it's getting
heavier.
Candidate Clinton repeatedly
promised not to raise taxes on the
middle class and then feigned shock
when he "learned" from the Congressional Budget Office, the same
source for hiseconomic information
during the campaign,that the deficit
was bigger than he had thought.
Still, he promised during the East
Lansing, Mich.,presidential debate,
"I'm not going to raise taxes on
middle-class Americans to pay for
the programs I've recommended."
He said if the money wasn't available, he would cut the programs.
Instead. President Clinton wants
to raise taxes on those making ait
little iLs S20,(X)0 annually and the.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to espies
their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to di.
editor We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the folk-ming guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and telephone nuniber included in
case verification st necessary (telephone numbers will not he publisMd). Laws most not be ewe Au MO words Loden should be
typewritten sad doable-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to

condense or reject any Woo and to limn ireVit01 WI110/11.
Loam Miceli be riekomod to Loot to the Ildittw. MainlY WSW It Tian. P.O. Use ltteO Mwvoy, KY 4)P1

Clinton energy tax alone is estimated by Caner energy secretary
James Schlesinger to cost a family
nearly $500.per year. The National
Association of Manufacturers estimates the energy tax could eliminate 610,000 jobs.
The President also wants to raise
from 50 percent to 85 percent the
amount of Social Security benefits
subject to taxation, so that seniors
earning as little as $25,000 a year in
outside income would see a 70
percent increase in the income taxes
paid on their benefits.
This is fairness? And for what?
For more spending on government
pork and programs to pay off various political constituencies and
special interests the President owes.
"I reject brain-dead politics ...
and the old Democratic orthodoxy
that there is a program for every
problem and that we can tax and
spend our way to prosperity," candidate Clinton told the Detroit Economic Club last Aug.27. But that is
now what the President proposes.
His Feb. 17 plan requested increased spending on more than 100
new or existing federal programs,
while his proposed domestic spending totals $196.3 billion over five
years, not counting Hillary Rodham
Clinton's soon-to-be-birthed 900pound -gort!IA health-care package,
estimated to add S30-$90 billion
annually in new spending.
In October, 1989, Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Lloyd Bentsen opposed the Bush Administrauon's proposed cut in the capital
gains tax to cumulate invesunent
and create more jobs. Bentsen said
it would increase the deficit and that
was a bad thing He called it "bad
economic policy, bad savings
policy, bad ax policy and bad fiscal
policy "
That s a 100t1 appropriate indictment fur the fiscal policies of the
adniinuittauon of which Treasury
Secreuvy Benaen is now a part
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MURRAY TODAY
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JO'S DATEBOOK
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
MICHAEL S. CARPF.NTER,
1992 graduate of Murray High
School,_ recentlycompleted basic
training at Recruit Training Com,
mand, Great Lakes, Ill.
Carpenter was taught general
military subjects designed to prepare him._ for 1iudict-4444.hztuic
and on-the-job training in one of
the Navy's 85 occupation fields
during the cycle.
- Studies by Carpenter included
seamanship, close-drder drill,
naval history and first aid.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Mrs. Bernadine Jones has arrived from Summerville. S.C.,
make her home here in Murray. She was honored-with a barbecue
social on May 1 at
Concord. She also was honored with a tea given by friends in Paris,
Tenn.

Calloway Athletic Boosters will meet

Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30
p.m. at the board office. Cathy Butler, president, urges all membersand
interested persons to attend this meeting.

City-wide Yard.. Sale Saturday.

I lomcmakers plan luncheon

Freedom Fast '93 will host West Kentucky's biggest city-wide yard sale
on Saturday, May 15. from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. More than 50 sales will take
place at homes in Murray and many sales will be set up in Murray-Calloway
County Park. Local merchants will also offer sidewalk sales. Anyone interested in shopping on May 15 may purchase a map which will list the location of the sales and a brief description of what is available for $1 at the
Commerce Centre. For more information call 753-5171.
Quality Control meeting Thursday
Jackson-Purchase Section ofMit American Society-for.Gua-hty Control.will
meet Thursday, May 13, at Holiday Inn, Mayfield. The meeting will begin
with a social time at 6 p.m., followed by dinner at 7 p.m. and program at 8
p.m. Visitors and guests are always invited to attend. For reservations or
additional information contact John Wallace at General Time, Mayfield.
1-247-6730.

CCHS play is scheduled

Calloway County High School will present its comedy play. 'You Can't
Take It With You," on Thursday and Friday. May 13 and 14, at 8 p.m. at
Curris Center Theatre, Murray State University. Tickers are $5 for adults
and $3 for students and may be purchased in the front office at the high.
school or may be purchased at the door prior to each performance.

Lutheran Church plans annual event
Immanuel Lutheran Church at Main and 15th Streets, Murray, will have its
annual yard and bake sale tYr1 Friday and Saturday. May.14 and 15. Hours
will be from 7 a.m. to, 3 p.m.

Woman's Club yard sale planned
Murray Woman's Club will-have a yard and bake sale on Saturday, May
15, from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the club house on Vine at South Seventh
Streets. Included will be clothes, toys, games, records, tapes, jewelry, dishes, household goods, books and a host of other items, according to Sue
Allison, chairman of the sale.

Turner has display at Art Guild

La Varne Smith Turner of-Waverly, Tenn., has a display of her art work at
the Murray Art Guild during the month of May The guild is open on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A reception for Turner will be Sunday. May 16, from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Art Guild. The public is
urged to see this special exhibit, an Art Guild member said.

Mr. and Mrs. James Travis Jr.

SistrunkLTravis vows
said in home ceremony
Jack and Rebecca Sistrunk of Murray and Justine Travis of KnoxVille, Tenn., announce the recent wedding Of their parents, Maressa
Sistrunk and James Travis Jr.
A private ceremony was held on Saturday, April 17, at the home of
the bride's Maternal. grandparents, Mrs. Voline Guthrie and- the late.
Bee Guthrie of Hazel. The Rev. Bob Dotson performed the ceremony.
The bride's son, Jack, was her escort, and her attendants were the
couple's daughters. Rebecca and Justine. She was given - in marriage
by .her children.
Mike Mann of Paris, Tenn., was ,the .groom's hest man.
Mrs. Travis is the daughter of Ms.. Ann Buchanan ol Ilaiel. She IS
employed at Paschall Truck Lines,
Mr. Travis is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Tra% Is Sr. al Talent,
Ore. He is in the l`nitial States Coast Guard, currenth stationed,at
Charlestonz
The couple is residing in Murray.

Peaceful March on Saturday
.A "Peaceful March"..protestihg against lifting the ban on homosexuals in
the -military- will be Saturday, May 15, (Armed Forces Day) at 1 p.m. The
march will .begin at Gate 1 at Fort Campbell. For information call Amy N.
Redmon, 1-615-431-3160.

Special pageant _planned

Little Miss Southern Belle Regional Beauty Pageant is being planned.
This is for age divisions of Girls, birth to 29,years and Boys, birth to seven
years. For further information call 7534-1503 or write Southern Belle Productions, attention Marilyn Plunkett, Rt. 2, Box 143, Central City, Ky. 42330.

MMS Bands' Concert Tuesday
Tuesday. May 11, at 7 p.m.

Murray Middle School Bands Concert will be
in the school gym.'A Tribute To American Music" will be the theme of the
• program to be by Jazz Band, Sixth Grade Band, and Seventh and Eighth
Grades' Band. Also this will be awards night.

Calloway Bands'- banquet Tuesday

. The annual Calloway County Bands' Awards' Banquet will be Tuesday,
May 11, at 6:30 p.m. at. the Curris Center, Murray State University. curriIuesdayaTtria-Caltoway.County Band Buostwill-meet-M-onday,
5:30 _pana at Curris Center, Murray State- University. This is for all band.
members in Sixth Grade through High School and their parents and other
interested persons:

-YMCA Summer Day Camp scheduled

YMCA Summer Day Camp has been scheduled from June 1 to Aug. 6 at
East Calloway Elementary School. Preregistration will be from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. durigg the week of May 10 to 14 at the YMCA office on the bottom floor
of George Weaks Community Center. A free breakfast and lunch will be
served each day for the camp participants. This is for all children between
the ages of 3 to 14. YMCA is a United Way Agency. For more information
call the YMCA at 759-9622.

Contract Bricigc
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The annual Tasting luncheon by Calloway County Homemakers
will be Thursday, May 13, from -11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the social
hall of First United Methodist Church. The food is prepared and
served by members of the 13 clubs in the county. A country shire
of handmade crab items are also sold. Also-on sale will he the new
cookbook.
Taste of Heritage. 19V-1S+93. Esery club has a
responsibility from greeting guests, delivery carry-outs, checking
food donated, serving and cleaning up. according to ‘'inita Winters, county president, and Karen flicks. extension agent.
Entrance is by ticket only. Call the Extension Office at 753-1452
or Lib Dalton or ask a homemaker. Pictured are members of the
Cookbook Committee who include, from left, seated. Doroihy Jennings, Ruth Parker. Betty Kirkenmeier, standing. lady Siahler.
Vanda Gibson, Nlaxine Kaiser. Ruby Burcheti. Gene Wrather,
Imogene Palmer. Lucy. Parker. Sandra Gallimore and Vinita
Winters.

CALENDAR

California Connection plans event

The-California Connection is planning a picnic to be held at Playhouse in
the Park platform in Murray-Calloway County Park on Saturday afternoon.
June 19. The group was organized in 1990 and its members are composed
of people who have at one time lived in California, and who now reside in
-Murray or Calloway County. Anyone who would like to join the California
Connection can get more information by phoning 759-1337.

NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
DONALD K. PENDERGRAFT.
son of Linda S. Foster of Rt. 7,
Murray, recently completed basic
training at Recruit Training Command. Great- Lakes. Ill.
During the cycle, Foster was
taught general military subjects
designed to prepre him for further
academic and on-the-job training
in one of the Navy's 85 occupational fields.
His studies included seamanship, close-order drill, naval history and first aid.
Pendergraft is a 1991 graduate
of Calloway County High School.

Tuesday, Slav II
Murray Star Chapter No. 40 Order of
the Eastern Star/7:3(I p m./Masonic
Temple.
Bitigo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anon)mous/6 p.m
Info/753-(1082.
Murray TOPS Club. Kentucky #34, 1-rist
Presbyterian'Church/6 p.m.
Murray Lions Club/6:10 p.m/Murray
Woman's Club House.
Memoral Baptist Chukh events include
Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p.m /West
View Nursing Home, and Prime Time/5
p.m. to go to Hardin for meal.
First United Methodist Church events
include Mothers' Morning Out/9 a.m.,
Waters-Doran at Youth Center and
'Fucker-Frost at home of Lois Sparks/9:30
a.m.: Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open' meeting/8
p.m./Ameriean Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
First Christian Church events include
-CWF—Group 1110- 4,rn- _and_ LIVE. Lloup_,

III/7:30 P.m -

Baptist Women of Westside Baptist
Church/7 p.m./home of Nancy Hargrove
with Carolyn Carroll as cohostess and
Patsy Ne,ale give program.
First Baptist Church events incliiide
Estelle Gray Group/9:30 a.m. with Jessie
Smith: Sharon Moore Wells Group/noon
with Frances Brown; !Amelia lleddoe
Group/6:30 p.m. at Seafood—Express.
Downtown Business Association/5:30
p.m./Rudy's Restaurant.
Murray Middle School Site-Based
Council/7 p.m./school libraty.
Singles (SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Pamela, 753-7638. or Jeanne,
753-0224.
-Wednesday, May 12
Calloway County Public I.ibrary evsnts
include Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
Story /lour/1000 a.m.
Homemakers Clubs meet as follows:
Potterlown at Holiday Inn/10:30 a.m.:
South Pleasant Grove/1:30 p.m./home of
Twila Soleman: New Concord/1
p.m/home of Peggy Mitchell.

Wednesday. May 12
Overeaters Anonymous/5-:15 p.m./Ellis.
Community Center,
Alcoholic Anonymtrus IAA)/open
discussion/11 a.m./American Legron
Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
or
Hrray-C'allow
:4 Su
1 14
ay
inC
(
a
)lth Expressfi53-8I36 r 415-43
County llospital/Pfggly Wiggly.
Murray./5:30- I I:30 a.m. and 12.30:3 p.m.•
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m -2 panifor
senior citizens' activities Free blood
pressure checks/II a.rn -I p.m
Weeks Center/open 9 a-m
p rn-A sir
senior citizens' activities.
.Senior Colt Leagu'etit ath./Millcr
Memorial Golf Course,
Murray High School events include Ten
nis at Lone Oak and Baseball al
Tilghman/4:45 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon, Singles
Support Group/5.30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
Pirl Grove Baptist ('hurch scrs
pm.
Waite classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church ol Chnst.
Bible classes/7 pmillintversity Church .if
Chris
Memorial
ti r Baptist (7hurch events include
Meal/5:30 p.m.: Prayer se,rvice/7 p.m..
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Pre-School/9 a.m. and 12:45 p.m.; ARK/5
p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Adult Bible Study. Youth Group activities
and Childrenis Choir/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer Group/10 a.m.;
Ruth Wilson Circle with J. Whitford and
Wesleyan Circle' With- R. McLemoref7:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m., l'amily
Supper/5:30 pan.; I.ibrary open/6:I-5rp.m.:
I.ifc and Work Teachers. Klaymata/6:30
p.m.: Prayer mecting/6:45 p.m.. Sanctuary
Choirf7:45 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship/7:30 p.m.

pance on(Down to ...

Wednesday, May 12
Grace Baptist Church events include
King's Kids. Kid's Klub,. Bible l'xplo
sum. College-Career Bible Study. Adult
Bible Study/7 p ni . Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m .
Student Art f;thihit Id works by Clifford
Brandon, Alexie Badgett, Mary Iluikai
and Greg banner on display through May
20 al Mtilf-Fagle Gallery. Doyle line
Ans Center.

Wednesday. May 12
Salitinal Scouting Museumiiipeo
:CM 4 10 pin
I.and Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium !On.% /II am and
p in /Vistior Center. Iron Industryil0 3(1
a in and 1:30 p.m /11omeplacc

Subscribe!

ZtOitiortss
for the

1st Annual Shakespeare
In the Park Festival
May 17-18 from 7-10 p.m.
at the Playhouse In the Park

30-50 Men, Women and Children
Needed for Hamlet and a troop of
Renaissance Players
Everyone is welcome regardless of experience

"Sekctions" will feature the finest
in China, Crystal, Flatware, Silver
and Pewter.
Also "Selections" will offer fine Linens, Anniversary Gifts, Children's

VALNMIf

. Gifts a -Lovely Crystal Gift Items.

Murray's only Bridal
Shop for Fine China and
other Elegant Designs

presented by

Lyndia Cock= Dance & Gymnastics

Tuesday, May 18, 1993, 7 p.m.
Murray State University
Love Auditorium

"Noritake" "Gorham" "Mikasa 'Reed and Barton" "Sheffield
Silver" 'York Pewter"
Dixieland Center
on Chestnut St

753-8808
SUMME
Jazz with Lisa H111 — Juss 1
Gymnastic classes start June 1
Lama Hill has nine years teaching la
Dance Competitimi

NOW OPEN
Monday-Saturday
10 a.m•5 p.m

Ilk &sawn'
•

ter 753-4647
and managing
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SPORTS
SuperSonic Win

^

Seattle guards run by Rockets
rick McKey to slow down Olaju- know Houston isn't going to
won- to .26 points on 8-for-a -double-team Ricky like Utah
'AP Sports Writes
shooting. The Rockers star also did."
The Rockets made only four of
had 16 rebounds and five blocked
SEATTLE — Hakeem Olaju16 shots from the-field in the
won can only do so much. He's shots.
Olajuwon said he didn't agree fourth quarter. but still made a
begging for some help from his
Houston Rockets' teammates. with the premise that Seattle's strong run at the Sonics 'after
Help, as in outside shooting help. front line is the key to the series. Seattle took a 91-77 lead with
In his view, the key to Houston's 7:07 left.
Whether the Rockets are capThe Rockets got back into the
success
is starting guards Kenny
able of giving Olajuwon what he
game with a 13-2 run capped by
wants will be a key to Houston's Smith and Vernon Maxwell.
"If we can find a way to deal Otis Thorpe's tip-in and Iree
Western Conference semifinal
with
their big backcourt. we'll be throw with 3:40 left. That was it
series with the Seattle
for Houston, however, as Gary
OK," he said.
SuperSonics.
Payton made two layups and
One of Seattle's starting
"We have to cut down on our
guards,
Ricky
Pierce,
scored
19 McKey sank two free throws in
turnovers and capitalize on our
3-point opportunities," a frus- of his 23 points in the second the final 1:26.
Houston had its chances, but
trated Olajuwon said after the
half, while another old pro. Eddie
Smith
was called for a charging
Sonics took the opener of the Johnson, came off the bench to
best-of-7 series 99-90 Monday get 11 of his 20 in the fourth foul with 1:03 left and also
missed a 21-footer with 22 secnight.
quarter.
"If we can hit from the. perPierce, 33, and Johnson, 34, onds to play.
In the fourth quarter, the Rockimeter, we'll make them think are Seattle's oldest and most
twice about doubling Hakeem so experienced players. That experi- ets missed all seven 3-point
quickly," Houston coach Rudy ence showed in the fourth quarter attempts they took. They ranked
Tomjanovich agreed.
when the pair combined , for 17 second to Phoenix in the NBA in
3-pointers made this year.
With the tight defense on Ola- points on 8-for-13 shooting.
Perkins took a hard charging
juwon and Houston's dearth of
Pierce was Seattle's regularoutside shooting, the Sonics held season scoring leader (18.2), but foul from Maxwell that knocked
the Rockets scoreless over the Wasn't a factor in the Sonics' him to the floor with 42.3 seconds left in the third quarter. He
final 3:40 of the game.
first-round series against Utah
suffered --a strained neck. bur
Olajuwon • fouled out tsfiehael- - when fie -scored 13,8 points a
returned after Cage fouled out
Cage and almost fouled out game and shot 38 percent from
and Kemp drew his fifth foul
Shawn Kemp.-.But it wasn't. the field. He's glad not to see
with 6:01 left.
enough.
Utah's John Stockton this week.
Perkins had an ice pack on his
The Sonics used a -trio of
"John Stockton is one of the
defenders — Sam Perkins, Cage best 'help' defenders in the
and Kemp s— and help from Der- league." Johnson said. "We • TURN TO PAGE 7
By JIM COUR

STEVE PARKER•Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County senior Kadonna Randolph hurries back to second base in the Lady Likers' easy
doubleheader sweep of Paducah Tilghman.

Calloway bashes Lady Tornado
Staff Report
Murray Lodgsr & Times

Calloway County enjoyed success in softball and tennis, but
fell in baseball during Monday's
spring sports action.
• •

• •

SOFTBALL
Lady Laker slugger Linda
Stubblefield had the performance
of the day at the new city park,
picking up 12- RBIs in a sweep
over hapless Paducah Tilghman.

Sophomore Linda Stubblefield collected 12 RBIs.

Stubblefield, a sophomore,
doubled in the first game to help
Calloway to an easy 12-2
Teammate Marti McClard added
a triple in the five inning game.
Things got even worse for the
visitors in the ,second game, as
the Lady Lakers posted a 25-4
pasting on the Lady Tornado.
Stubblefield homered and
doubled in the Calloway win,
which included just 13 hits on
-- seven Tilghman-errors.
Calloway, now 11-13 on the
season, got a pair of wins from
pitcher Ruth Ann Ferguson.
• • • • TENNIS
Calloway County's boys tennis
team moved to 8-4 on the season
with Monday's 8-1 win over Fort
Campbell and the Lady Lakers
jumped to 4-8 with a 5-4 win
over the Falcons.
In boys singles, Todd Earwood
won 8-5 at No. 1; Peter O'Rourke
won 8-6 at No. 3; Matt Frizza
won 8-5 at No. 4; Matt Price won
8-1 at No. 5 and Eric Johnson
won his match 8-4 at No. 6.
In doubles. Price-Frizzell won
8-1- at No. I;Earwood-Chad-Gray

won 8-2 at No. 2 and
O'Rourke-Johnson won 8-1 at
No. 3.
For the girls. Julie Yoo was an
8-2 winner at No. 1 singles for
the Lady .Lakers and Kylie Johnson won 8-4 at No. 2; Leah Baust
won 8-6 at No. 4.
Calloway clinched the match in
doubles when No. 2 seed
Johnson-Erin Grogan won 8-4
and Alexia Schempp-Kelly Travis
won 8-3 at No. 3.
•

•

•

•

BASEBALL
Weak hittivg and "rocky
defense" continued to offset Calloway's quality pitching Monday
as the Lakers lost a 6-0 decision
at Heath.
Calloway starter Tim McGrew
pitched well through four
innings, but Heath exploded for
six runs in the bottom of the fifth
to take the win. In the fifth, Calloway committed three errors to
aid the Pirate rally.
Heath starter Gary Melton
struck out six Cadoway hitters
and allowed just two Laker hits
to earn the win for the Pirates,
now 4-12. Calloway is currently
- 9= 5- I. '

Murray High suffers on diamond
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

Murray High found little success on the diamonds and the
court Monday afternobn in local
spring sports action.
• • • •
SOFTBALL
St. Mary crushed Murray in
the opener, 16-5, while the
Lady Tigers bounced back and
made the nightcap morocompetitive, losing just 5-3.'
In the first game, St. Mary's
scored 13 runs in the first
inning to put the game away.

4s1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

The team had 10 runs across the
plate before the first out was
recorded.
Shannon Williams had two
hits for Murray in the loss.
St. Mary's offset eight defensive errors with three homeruns.
In the second game, Bonnie
Payne had a pair of hits.
• Murray travels to 'Mayfield
today. The District Tournament
draw was held this morning.
Results will appear in tomorrow's paper.
•

•

• •

BASEBALL
The Tigers gave up

I I run.

EARN
6.20%
1AX-DEFERRED ANNE ii
RATE GUARANTEED EON
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARCES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

'Lifetime Guarantee'

Alm, As ailabli 1. I I t

FREE ESTIMATES
.••1.

•

.•

CALL
753-7020
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VI,

,

in the first two innings, nine in
the first, en route to a 15-7 loss
to Graves County on the road
Monday.
The Eagles' Corey Forrester
went 3-for-3 with two RBIs
while Jason Goatley also had
three RBIs.
Murray got homcruns by
Robert Weatherly and McNutt.
As a team, the Tigers had six
hits and two errors.
• •

• •

TENNIS
Both the boys and girls teams
II TURN TO PAGE 7

HOt-starting Phillies

NCAA reforms
will continue
with or without
director Schultz

slam door on Pirates
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Cincinnati 6, San Diego 5
Philadelphia 5, Pittsburgh 1
New York 1, Florida 0
Chicago 6, Los Angeles 2
Houston 5, Atlanta 2
Colorado 7, San Francisco 4
Only garnet- scheduled '

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Whatever the NCAA
executive committee decides
to do with Dick Schultz will
not halt the ongoing reform of
college sports, say members of
the NCAA Presidents
Commission.
Schultz, who has helped the
presidents institute a number
of far-reaching reforms in his
six years as executive director.
faced possible discipline over
his alleged involvement in an
improper loan program at
Virginia.
A news conference was
scheduled for 3 p.m. EDT
today to announce the decision
of the executive committee,
the body with supervisocy
powers of the executive director's office.
It is the first time in the
NCAA's history that an investigation has reached into the
executive director's office
The executive committee
spent three days considering
allegations that 'Schultz,
despite his denials, had knowledge of an improper loan
program while athletic director
at Virginia in 1981-87.
Schultz, 63, who succeeded
Walter Byers as NCAA boss
on Sept. I; 1987, is not
accused of any wrongdoing
while with the NCAA. The
allegations stem from his time
as Virginia athletic director
from 1981-87 when no-interest
loans were made available to
athletes in violation of NCAA
rules.

The Philadelphia Phillics are
having a grand time slamming
the opposition in their best start
ever.
Darren Daulton hit a grand
slam in the seventh inning Monday night, leading the Phillies to history.
a 5-1 victory over the Pittsburgh
Philadelphia's Danny Jackson
Pirates. On Sunday, Mariano (3-1) gave up a second-inning run
Duncan's grand - slam beat St. and blanked the Pirates the rest
Louis 6-5.
of the way. He allowed four hits,
"It's nice to have somebody
struck out six and walked two in
do it every game.' Daulton said, eight innings. •
smiling broadly at the thought.
'Lenny Dykstra led off the
"It's amazing."
seventh against Walk (3-3) with a
It was the fourth slam of Daulsingle. Mickey Morandini
ton's career.
grounded to shortstop Jay Bell,
Daulton, who now has four •who threw wild for his first error
career grand slams, has the for- of the season. Dykstra advanced
mula for the Dillies 23-7 start, to third and'Morandini to second
The best after 30 games: in club on the fielder's choice-error.

Tigers take Yanks
By The Associated Press
The Detroit Tigers and New
York Yankees have already seen
plenty of each other this season.
The Tigers won their firstplace battle with the Yankees
when Gary Thurman singled with
the bases-loaded single in the
bottom of the 10th inning to give
Detroit a 2-1 victory over visiting
New York Monday night.
The surprising Tigers, whose
lead had slipped to one-half game
in the AL East. have been in first
place since April 23. The teams
split the. four-game series, with
three going into extra innings.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Detroit 2, New York 1 (10)
Baltimore 2, Boston 1
Chicago 13, Seattle 2
Texas 7, Oakland 4
Minnesota 13, California 3
Only games scheduled

The last time the Tigers had
three extra-inning games in a
Series was in August 1972 at
Minnesota.
The Yankees had scored 27
runs in the first three games to
the Tigers' 17.
Tony Phillips started the 10th
with a walk and was bunted to
second by Lou Whitaker.

OVC's Beebe sends 'Breds back to Morehead
Staff Report
*nay, Ledge, &

Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Dan Beebe has upheld
a protest by the Morehead State
baseball team in its April 9 game
against Murray Slate, !laving the
fourth spot in this weekend's

OVC baseball tournament still.in
doubt.
decision means the
Thoroughbreds must complete the
game this afternoon at Morehead.
which they are leading 5-4 in the
bottom of the eighth inning, the
point of protest.
The protest was filed after

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Murray State -was allowed to
make an illegal sOstitution in the
middle' of the eighth inning.
Morehead State enters the contest with a 12-7 conference
record, and a comeback victory in
today's completion would allow
them to finish in fourth place and
earn a spot in the four-team OVC

tournament. Should Murray State
hold on to win the &am. Austin
Pcay (13-8) would fthisk in
fourth.
Middle Tennessee State was
the league's regular season
champion for the fourth straight
year •

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Oranan Gensid Illoyd and Ronne WA*
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Rested Bulls to battle rivals

Actions ('•, Reaction<,
U-16 GIRLS SOCCER

By JOE MOOSHIL

On May 1. the Murray-Calloway County girls lost to Trigg County's mixed team, 7-2. Erin Grogan scored her first career goal. Carrie Bell also
scored.
Courtney Christopher, Taryn Hansen and Kellie Williams kept the team
in the game with good defensive efforts. Hillery Belcher had seven saves
in the goal for the first halt and Amanda Haneline stopped five shots in the

second half.
On May 2, the girls crushed Lone Oak's U-19 squad, 7-1.
Jill Miller led the scoring with a hat trick and Ellen Uddberg, Julie
Smotherman, Sara Fitts and Joanna Kind each added a goal.
Uddberg and Carrie Bell had three assists each. Belcher and Haneline
combined for six saves.

GOLF
The 1993 Men's Spring Golf Tournament Was held at Oaks Country
Club May 1-2.
In the Championship Flight, Darren Hooper won the event. Tom Clendenon and Jerry Parker placed second and third, respectively.
In the first flight, Rudell Parks won, with Gary Miller taking second and
Tom Maxwell third.
Eddie Culver won the Second Flight wih Joey Williams placing second.
.Patsy Neale, Murray, scored a hole-in-one at Oaks Country Club and
entered the 33rd annual Drambuie Rusty Nail Hole-In-One Sweepstakes.
The 110-yard ace was scored at hole #8 on April 17.
Neale and Charlie Hargrove, the golf professional who validated the
sweepstakes entry, are both eligible to win the grand prize, a one-week
trip for two to Scotland, VIP tour of the Drambuie Liqueur Co. Ltd. and
$1,000. Second and third prizes include five personalized, professional
golf bags and 100 sets of a dozen Titleist golf balls.

AP Sports Writer

The Chicago
CHICAGO
Bulls hope the extra time off that
allowed them to get over their
aches and pains didn't cost them
their competitive edge.
The two-time defending
champions will find out tonight
when they open the best-of-7
second-round series against the
Cleveland Cavaliers.
The Bulls completed their
three-game romp over Atlanta on
May 4, then have had to wait a
week while the Cavaliers outlasted New Jersey in a five-game
series that ended Sunday.
Chicago remembers last year.
That was when the Bulls
needed only three games to eliminate Miami, then rested while
New York played a tough fivegame series against Detroit. The
Knicks came to Chicago and

upset the Bulls in the opener of a
rough seven-game series.
The Cavaliers hope to do the
same thing, but they won't catch
the Bulls napping. Coach Phil
Jackson reminded the Bulls at
practice Monday of what happened last year.
"There's a difference," Jackson said. "We had beaten the
Knicks something like 14 straight
when they came in, but Cleveland
has beaten us this year."
Never in the playoffs, though.
The Bulls have eliminated the
Cavaliers three times in the last
five years. Still, Cleveland holds
a 3-2 edge over the Bulls this
season.
Will the week-long layoff
hurt?
"We'll have to wait and see,"
Jackson said. "Any comment I
make on that won't hold water
until we see how the team comes
out for the first game."

Even Michael Jordan isn't
SUN.

"Everybody has benefited
from the rest standpoint." Jordan
said. "Actually, we haven't played for a week. We're a little itchy
to get in there.
"Maybe our timing or rhythm
or whatever will he off. But we
just have to go out there and sec

what happens."
Scottie Pippen, whose aching
anklc is better, doesn't think the
time off will hurt.
"Our intensity will he back.
Pippen said.

SCOREBOARD

The first-ever Calloway County A.A.B.C, Connie Mack select baseball
team will start with tryouts for any non-high school baseball player at 2
p.m. Sunday.
Any county high school baseball player interested in playing must contact Stan Waller (753-8411) on or before Sunday, but will not tryout. The
team will be limited to 15 players. Eligible players must, have been born on
or since Aug. 1, 1974. Tryouts will be held at the old city park.

Savings Bank

PONY LEAGUE
Murray-Calloway Pony League play began Monday night with a pair of
doubleheaders against Benton. Murray split its two games at MurrayCalloway County city park.
• Led by the pitching of Josh McKeel and Ray Stone, Thornton Heating & Air defeated Benton III 13-6. McKeel and Stone combined to strike
out 12 Benton hitters. At the plate, Thornton was led by Stone's two double and single performance. Also for Thornton, Markenny Foster picked up
a double and two singles; Adam Haley and Seth Grogan picked up three
singles and McKeel finished with a double and single.
• Benton I picked up a win in the second game, beating Murray's Allegro 10-4. For Allegro, Billy Smith had two singles and John David Poyner
collected a triple. Mitch Ryan, Reagan Riley and Richie Edwards all had

singles.

•Seattle guards...
FROM PAGE 6
space, he'll hurt you."
Sonics coach George Karl said
it doesn't take a scientist to figure out that in order to beat the
Rockets, you can't let Olajuwon
kill you.
"I haven't seen a team in the
NBA that can get the ball inside
as often as Houston does," he
said.

—;9-1630

ELECT

901 Sycamore

TOMMY
WALKER

753-8355

SHERIFF
MAJOR LEAGUES
All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
18
12
600
Detroo
17
14
548
New Yon(
17
Boston
15
531
2
16
15
516 7".
t0•0010
464
4
- 13 15
Mhvaukee
11
17
433 5
Baltimore
12
19
387
Cleveland
6..
West Division
W
L Pc1
GB
..19
11
633 -Chicago
17
12
Cablornia
586
1,
17
12
586
1
Times
16
16
500 4
Seattle
13
17
433 6
hannesota
12
17
414
6...
Kansas City
10
18
357 8
Oakland
Mondsye Games
Detroit 2 New York 1 10 innings
Baltimore 2 Boston 1
Chicago 13. Seattle 2
Texas 7, Oakland 4
Miinesota 13. California 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Kansas Cit Apper 2 11 at Cleveiand (Bielecki
3-21 605 pm
Milwaukee (Navarro 0-21 at New York 1M Van -0)
60 pm
Boston (Clemens 4.2) at Baltimore (McDonald 2-31
635 pm
Detroit (Gullickson 0-0) Cl Toronto iStottWmyre
3-31 6 35 rn
Chicago 'Swab 1-01 at Seattle IR Johnson 4-21
905 p m
TO US Rogers 3 It at Oakland lei Wti 2-1t 905
•
m
Minnesota iTrombley 2-01 at California :Sanderson
4-1 1 905 pm

e

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Essit Division
W L
Pt, ladelphia
23
7
Montreal
16
14
15
15
Chicago
Pittsburgh
15
15
15
15
St Louis
17
14
F(onda
11
18
New York
Weet Division
W
L
19
12
Houston
19
San Francisco
13
113
16
Atlanta
17
13
San Diego
11
Cincinnati
18
13
18
Los Angeles
11
20
Colorado
Monday's Games
Cinonnati 6, San Diego 5
Phoadelphia 5 Pittsburgh 1
New York 1, Honda 0
Chicago 6 Los Angeles 2
Houston 5 Atlanta 2
Colorado 7. San Francisco
Only games scheduled

Pc1
767
533
500
500
500
152
179
Pct.
613
594
529
433
119
419
355

Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles (R Martinez 2 3i at Chicago (Castillo
0-ti 2 2'0 p m
Flonda 'Aquino 2-1) au Montreal Will 4-01. 6 35
m
San Dego (Whilehurst 0-01 at Cincinnati (Belcher
1-31 635 pm
Pittsburgh Otto 1-2) at Philadelphia (Rivera 1-2i
635 pm
Atlanta (Smollz 3-31 at Houston iDrabek 3-31 7 05
pni
New York (Hillman 0-01 at St Louis Osborne 1-1,
7 35 p m
San Francisco Swill 3-11 at Colorado tNed 3 1,
8 05 p m
— —

111
1
1A C

All Times CDT
Conference Semifinals
(Beet-of-7)
Sunday, May 9
New York tit Charlotte 95 New York leads senes
1-0
Monday, May 10
Seattle 99 Houston IC Seattle wads series 1-0
Tueeday, May 11
Cleveland at Chicago 7 pot
San Antonio al Phoeni. 930 pm
Wednesday, May 12
Charlotte al New York 7 p m
Houston at Seattle 930 p rn
Thursday, May 13
tievetano- at -Cn,cago 7 p rn
San Antonio at Phoenix 930 pm
Friday, May II
New YO" at Charlotte 7 pm •
Saturday, May IS
Phoenix at San Antonio. 12 p m
Chicago at Cleveland 2 30 p rn
Seattle at Houston 8 p m
Sunday. May 16
New York at Charlotte 12 pm
Phoeni. at San Antonio, 230 pm
p in
Sloan* at Houston

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS

GB
2.
5
6
6

a

All Times EDT
Monday, May 10
Pittsburgh 6 N Y Islanders 3 Pittsburgh leads
senes 3 2
Tuesday, May 11
St Louis at Toronto, 7 pm
Los Angeles at Vancouver, 9 30 p m
Wednesday, May 12
Pittsburgh at N V slanders 630 p
Thureday. May 13
Toronto at St Louis 6 30 pm •
Vancouver at Los Angeles, 9 30 p.m
Friday, May 14
N Y 'Islanders at Pittsburgh. 6 30 p m
neCOSS40f
Saturday, May 15
St Louis at Toronto, 6 30 p m it necessary
Los Angeles at Vancouver 7 pm . it necessary

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 Sycamore

Elect
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forfeit.
In girls play: Singles: No. 1,
Caroline Trawick (Mur) d.
Kecli Clarki, 8-0; No. 2, Mary

played fvlayfield Monday. The
Tigers came away with a 9-0
win over the Cardinals while
the Lady Tigers kist a nailbiter,
5-4.
In boys action: Singles: No.
1, Michael Homback d. David
East, 8-0; No. 2, Damon
Cohoon d. Koby Fritts, 8-2; No.
3, Jeremy Hunt d. Chris
Covington, 8-2; No. 4, Joel
Johnson d. Travis Mks, 8-0;
No. 5, Jason Rouse d. Matt
Monroe, 8-6; No. 6, forfeit.
Doubles: No. 1, Russ Adkins/
Brent Keller d. East/Fritts, 8-2:
No. 2, Johnson/Cohoon d.
Covington/Monroe, 8-3; No. 3,

MI6

5, Bonnie Turner (Mur) d.
Christy Carol Crick, 8-0; No. 6,
Stephanie Story (Mao)d. Amy
Chase, 8-4.
Doubles: No. 1, Trawick/
Hogsed (Mur) d. Blewett/
Easley, 9-8 (7-4); No. 2, Clark/
Pickens (May) d. Shawaurner,
8-3; No. 3, Chase/Yates (Mur)
d. Story/Crick, 8-4.

Too Mews.. 1••••,*, Pt 2 lir*

STREET
CITY

MEGA
FOOD BAR

STATE

Rev &Ay Oesednont &ids, I

1-800-874-7420

,Put *

To Exercise All Duties
Fairly and Courteously

NAME

Make a splash at one of our

Recreation Program•Efficiencies
Golf Package•Cne hour from Celan&

EXPERIENCED

YES! I wart to ciscovet he VALUE ofthe
beach' Please rush FREE color brod-ures
crid dscoures 3161

:DAYTONA BEACH.
Discounts up to 4001
won7 soak youl

SHERIFF
1 It's Time For A Change

Easley (May) d. Ellen Uddberg,
8-4; No. 4, Kristen Pickens
(May) d. Emma Shaw, 9-7; No.

SPRING
INTO
SUMMER!

•Ikr

TED
ALEXANDER
for

Beth Blewett (May) d. Poppy
Hogscd, 8-4; No. 3, Laura

ggri

for SHERIFF
Iliternt KY 42071

Good Used Vehicles
1993 Nissan Hardbody
4 Cyl., 5 Speed, Air, Chrome Package,
13,000 Miles
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Blue with Blue Leather, 19,000 Miles
1992 Cadillac SevilltA
Dark BI OVBlue Leather,
9,000
1992 Chevrolet Cavalier
Four Door, Automatic, Air, 12,000
Miles, Red
1992 Pontiac Grand Prix SE
Two Door, Aero Package, 12,000 Miles,
Teal Metallic
1991 Cadillac Seville
White with Burgandy Leather, 45,000
Miles
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Blue with Blue Leather, 30,000 Miles
1991 Dodge Dynasty LE
33,000 Miles, Full Power, 1 -Owner,
New Car Trade
1991 Chevrolet Caprice
36,000 Miles, Full Power, Grey with
Burgandy Cloth
1991 Chrysler Fifth Ave.
White with Blue Cloth, 49,000 Miles
1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Blue with Blue Cloth, 53,000 Miles,
Four Door Sedan
1990 Ford Taurus GL
43,000 miles, Full Power, 1-Owner, New
Truck Trade-in
)
1 989 Chevrolet Suburban
6.2 Liter Diesel, Silverado, Creme with
Beige Cloth, 45,000 Miles
1988 Chevrolet C1500
68,000 Miles, V-8, Automatic, Long
Wheel Base
1988 Ford E150 Starcraft Conversion
47,000 miles, Raised Roof, 1 -Owner,
Sharp
hatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

L_
I
I

I believe you want and deserve a much quicker response
time to your emergency calls. As your sheriff, I will respond
to your calls as if it were my own family involved.

P*1 hi. b, **Om ter MEM*. Relsid IL Chenille. Jr, Tremor, 2215 CLIO Cm*

GB
7
8
8
8
9'
11

"1,1 Provar, Atittlinisirkatf_J"

NBA PLAYOFFS

•Murray High...
FROM

r
•11,

lOINS 51.kon
Muru,A,e111.1.,

'Your more than one company agency."

LOCAL BASEBALL

303 North 12'
University Square

The Insurance Center
of Murray

SOFTBALL

Sophomore Heather Samuel of Murray State placed second in the 100and 200-meter dashes in the Indiana National Invitational held Saturday at
Indianapolis.
Running into a headwind, Samuel timed 11.93 in the 100. which was
won by former NCAA champion Beatrice Utondo. She timed 23.97 in the
200, which was won by Holly Hycke, another former NCAA champion.
Samuel's season bests are 11.21 and 23.87, and she has qualified for the
NCAA Outdoor Championships in the 100. June 3-5 at New Orleans. She
will attempt to qualify in the 200-meter in the IU Invitational at Indianapolis
May 26. One other Lady Racer, Rebecca Burnett, is attempting to qualify
for the NCAA Championships in the 1,500-meter run. She participated in
the Indiana National Inviational, but failed to place.

Loretta Jobs
REALTORS"'

_

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

TRACK & FIELD

759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Finance or
refinance your
mortgage loan
with us.

ir

A softball tournament to benefit the United Way of Murray-Calloway
County wilrbe held May 22 beginning at 8 a.m. An $85 registration fee has
been set and must be turned in by May 17 at 601 Poplar St. A team roster
and contact person's name and phone number must accompany the fee.
Businesses are encouraged to recruit employee teams. Other community
groups are also asked to participate. Contact White at 753-0317 for more
information. A volleyball tournament to benefit United Way will be held in
conjunction with Freedom Fest on July 3. Call for more information

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

REPUBLIC

BASEBALL

neck after the game and talked
about what a pain in the neck trying to stop Olajuwon was.
"We did OK, but we didn't do
enough," Perkins said. "We
need to give him less space
because he split us a few times
and he beat us to the baseline
some others. If you give him any
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EDUCATION
—

414.11W.

A
0
V
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Seventh grade student Cheri Riedel assists fifth graders, Katherine Boyd and Jeremy Smith, as they use the computer to finalize
their writings. Students from three classes were inyolyed in the
across-grade-level tutoring activity at Murray Middle School.

4

-14•
grade
class at Southwest. Elementary did activities to try and experience what it is like to he a person %%ith a
Mrs. Jackson's third
handicap. They are doing a unit on disabilities.

Mary Johnson's class learned about using the sun's energy for
power. A classroom solar hot dog cooker was made and hot dogs
were cooked and served to the class. Shown with the solar cookers
are entry level students at Robertson Elementary.

Whitney Alexander, Amy Richerson and Ashley Collins, fourth
graders at Carter Elementary participate in the "Tigers-R-Us".
store, a mini-society where students use paper money and form
their own businesses and government.

Following a discussion of the legend of "Groundhog's Day." primary students ai North Calloway Elementary went outside on Feb. 2
and measured and calculated their shadows. They observed the
.shadows at different times during the day. Students were able to
find directions by observing the location of the shadows during
• •
the day.
All the Primary 2 students from East Calloway in Mary Janice
Cooper and Martha Smith's class visited the hospital during
Children's Week at the local hospital. Children were divided into
four groups. This group has just received instruction on good eathabits and food good.

311?'

/415

4
114
'Tyr
1111110411
:
116.
KM

,
•
Karl Flood worjsed with the entry-level students in Mary Johnson's class during the Ecology Thematic Unit to take old newspaper and recycle it into new paper. Each student made their own
special piece of paper. Pictured: Jon Hodges, Jeff Franks, Taylor
Houston and Hayley Tieider.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and tomtnnts_about oreitiloblicschools to the _Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

As part of the STARS-8 Youth Extension Service Project. the student volunteer group for the nursing homes recently sponsored a
collection of items for Bingo. Mrs. Armstrong's homeroom collected the most 'items while Mrs. Heiss and Mrs. McConnell's
homerooms came in second and third. Pictured: Brad Kimball,
DeAnna Lampkins, Chris Prescott. Susan Hosford and Justin Paschall.

While studying the cone shape, the students in Janice Roses's
Primary I and 2 classes at East Elementary discussed uses for
cone hats. They also graphed the hats by placing them on the floor
under the appropriate label. Students shown are: Blake Ainley,
Kyle Stacy, Eric Hodges and Rachel Barber.

WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO VISIT YOU
Just engaged? New parent?
Moved? I'd like to visit you with
useful gifts and information Ill
also bring cards you can re•
deem for more gifts at local
businesses. Its a friendly visit
to help you get answers about
town, goods and services All
free to you.
Hostess Kathryn Otieind
---75:1-311711—

Haiku Ingeboi MAO
492 8348

Calloway County Middle School se%enth grade TNT students
enjoyed an informatiye presentation hy ‘taj. tryst's at principles
of aeronautics and aerodynamics. Pictured OMR hell: Richard
lasienko, Bryant. Jacob Falwell and Seth Grew.

Dr. Joe Mason talked to his son, Trey Mason's class about the
proper may to care of teeth as a part of a dental unit in a primar%
class at orth Calloviay Elementar%.
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
•
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.fh.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition.
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
F. Nit \WIN

\1

\(

\

010 ..................... .....Legal Notice
Notice
020
Pereonals
025
030
Card of Thanks
040
In Memory
050
Lost & Found

960
OTO .....

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

-Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

560

Free Column

570

Wanted

Situation Wanted

100

Business Opportunity

110

Instruction

Ht.:

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

230
250
290
530

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

F',41 \

ity\I

Mobile Homes For Rent

280

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
•

'TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Thick.
CaMpers
Boats dr Motors

270 .....

Homes For Sale

365 ..........For Sale Or Lease
420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartment* For Refit

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Leaasi

460..............--Homes For Sale

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
Pots,
hb5t7s«ftscla
VIIMI111411 INOUNINTS ITILCOMP

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR

TAW'TRANNG'T/TE RS

MINTON.TN

1-800-334-1 203

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 - 8119
Tues
1-800 649 3804

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $676 in
1993.
For more information
call:
NteCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide 1-800455-4199
"our 31st year of servtce"

FOR AVON'S "ANEW and
SKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil
Call
Avon Service
753 1915 8am 8pm
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
physic gifted from God
554 7904 call for
appointment

NOTICE

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753 4545

THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL WILL
MEET ON THURSDAY,MAY 13,1993
AT THE RESCHEDULED TIME OF
5:00 P.M. COUNCIL CHAMBERS,
CITY HALL BUILDING. AGENDA
INFORMATION 762-0350.

TUPPERWARE To buy or
sell Call Christina New
port (901)'498-8687 Pu
ryear, TN

Lost
And Found
LOST Black Lab Retrieve
mix, long curly hair, weigh
70Ibs. answers to Bud
Please call 753-8477

Full Time & Part Time

OPERATOR
NEEDED

DELI HELP
NEEDED

Prefer
Kentucky
Certification, but will
train. Apply in person.

Apply in person
Owens Food Market
, 1407 W Man Murray

MIG welders and general
helpers needed immedr
ately Apply in person
Vegan Metal 328-8980
NOW hiring all shifts Apply
in person at Sonic Drive In
South 12th Murray. No
phone calls please

***POSTAL JOBS***
Start $11 41/hr + ben
ehts For application &
info, call 1-(216) 324
62287am to 10pm
7 days

South 641
Water District
Hazel, Ky.
May 10 thru 15
9 a.m.-12 Noon
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
EOE

DANCERS waitresses
. $500. plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E. Pans, Tn
EXPERIENCED auto body
technician Salary & bene
fits Commensurate with
experience Send resume
to PO Box 1633. Murray Ky
42071

500 CASH REWARD
for information leading to arrest and
conviction of person(s) who took trailer
from Cadiz Construction site. Interstate
Trailers, Inc. Trailer model 20 DT.

America's Second Car

Ugto Duckling
Call: 502-522-6014
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

«
"V

COLDWATER
FISH FARM

S.

.P4

S.

489-2495 489-2939

•

LAST CHANCE FOR SPRING STOCKING
$7.50 ea.
Triploid Grass Carp 10-12 in.
35e ea.
Channel Catfish 4-6 in.
35e ea.
Hybrid Bluegill 2-3 in.
$6.00 lb
Rosy Red or Black Fathead Minnows

S.
S.

a JOB, or do
DO you need .
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future'? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS .for people be
tween the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Can 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00prn . We are an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA

(Doors open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny RobertSon Road,
OPEN TO THE PUBIC

753-0466

TRUCKLOAD
CARRIER

Murray

By Way of the
Grapevine

with lots of

FREIGHT
AND MILES!

.\\NNNNNNINNNNN:\NNNNNNNNN:\NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN:\NNN:\NNN

Wanting
Experienced

Terry
Tatiock
Licensed
Agent

OVER-THE-ROAD
DRIVERS
'28,000 to '31,000
First Year Earnings
* Late Model
Equipment
* Weekly Pay
* Excellent
Benefits
* Fuel Bonus
* Actual Miles,
Not HHG
For More Information
Call us Now!
1-800-848-0405

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 7534199

McConnell Ins. Agency

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O.Box 1033

JOB
OPPORTUNITY

Delivery Date - Sat., May 15 • 54 p.m.
Kirkeey Feed Mill
Kirksey, Ky. 489-2515
Order Deadline: Thure, May 13, 1993

PASC HALL TRUCK LINES INC

Hwy. 641 South
Murray, KY

Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

Inease Vote
BUSINESSWOMAN

Op

cY,10-hteYie

Calloway County
Judge Executive
Christian, Honest, Capable
Common Sense
Change for the Satter
Rid it V

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

ON Mkt $01I lMow Ile OM

-

Antiques & Gifts

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placonab & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, gramteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessones, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!
( Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

"r-

DIRECTOR
OF NURSING
H C Henry County
M C Medical Center
Located in Pans.
Tennessee, is s progressive 142-bed acute-care
hospital seeking a Director of Nursing who is
committed to top quality
patient care. Our services include: CCU,OB,
Pediatrics, Emergency
Room. 22 bed psychiatnc unit, [tome
Health service, and a
multi-specialty OR department. Halfway between Memphis and
Nashville, we are located
in a nature lover's paradise and have been
'.'-the firmest
growing
recreational
area in the nation.- With
Kentucky Lake, the
world's largest man
made lake, only 15 miles
away, the area offers
some of the hest fishing,
water sports, photo opportuniues, hunting and
camping in West Tennessee. It is the ideal
community in which to
raise children. RSN required, plus 3-5 years in
senior nursing management; Masters degree a
plus. We offer a comprehensive
cafeteria
benefits package. Salary
commensurate with ex pebence. Contact: Thomas II, Gee, Administrator, Henry County Medical Center, 301 Tyson
Avenue, Pans, TN
38242. (901) M4-8536.

PARK Rangers Game
wardens, security. mainte
nance, etc No exp neces •
sary For into call (219)
769-6649 EXT 7159 8am
to 8pm 7 days
STRAWBERRY pickers
needed 753-0195

Domestic.
& Childcare

The Murray Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for the
position of Secretary/Receptionist at
the central office.
QUALIFICATIONS
High School Diploma
College preferred, with emphasis in
business area, successful work related
experience, successful experience with
computers including Word Perfect, Lotus and Graph writer software. Typing,
50 WPM.
Interested persons should apply to:
Murray Board of Education

514 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 41071
A1TN: Willi* Jackson or Bob Lawis
Doadlino for accepting applications is
Friday, May 21, 1985.

-

25e per word $5.00 minimum lit
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

160

Domestic
& Childcare

Articles
For Salo

Horne
Furnishings

WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995

CERAMIC equipment 3
kilns over 250 molds, racks
shelving etc Over $15.000
invested will take $5000 or
obo 901-642-8031

CALL now Moving' Like
new couch, wing backed
chair, dressers. table &
chairs, plus more
753-0013

FOR sale New bicycle
white Murray women's 12
speed, $85 436-2261

QUEEN si4., sleeper sofa
$150 and recliner $50
753 8769

HEAT pump Trane 2
ton nearly new, $1095
436-5018

THEM'S BARGAIN BIN

WILL clean houses references 437-4064

Position
Wanted
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
ANTIQUE & Art Pottery. Square 1608 !I 121, Mur
primitatives, oak furniture & ray 753 6981
hull McCoy Roseville pot MOTORCYCLE helmets
tery 435-4327
camping supplies camouf
ANTIQUES by the piece oi lage clothing, new & used
collections Call 753 9433 guns Jerry's Sporting
Mayfield
Goods
after 5pm
247 4704
ANTIQUES used furniture
quilts. glassw.are
Steel Buildings. Factory
753-3907 or 753-5852
Sale On 24x24, 30x40,
CASH paid for good. used
40x60. 50x1(X) Can derifles. shotguns and pis
liver & erect
tols Benson Sporting
Sam Underwood
Goods. 519 S 12th
(502)758-1503
Murray
USED 101t bush hog
436-2689
WANTING to lease 3br, 2
bath home with option to
purchase -after lust year
Call 759-1028 after 7pm

ELECTRIC stove, frost free
refrigerator,' washerictryer
Call 354-8528

150
Articles
For Sale

Home
Furnishings

18HP 46 cut Murray
mower, 2yrs old 435 4447
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt, white
rock rip rap 759 1828

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Apphances, and Mac hems
Use Our Layaway Plan
Wo buy fumiarre

Farm
Equipment

FOR SALE
110 gallon
tobacco sprayer,
4 row with
pump. $200
Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.
USED 2 row tobacoasetier
492 8424

Sports
Equipment
NEW Powerbilt Grand
Slam golf irons. 3
$200 753-3577 after 6pm
SAVAGE 270 high pow
ered.rille. model 110 with
Simmons'scope $350 obo
492-8394

ANTIQUE looking king sizc
waterbed, dark wood with
210
12 drawers underneath
bed, with very nice mirror in
Firewood
headboard, also has night
stand Very nice' Call A FIREWOOD for sale
753 2507 or 767 1208
437 4667

YARD
SALE
SEASON

GUARANTEED Home
based positions available'
Easy work Excellent pay/
benefits Full/part time No
Call
exp required
1-800-238-1363 ext 187-7
M F 9am 5pm CDT

070

1
2Ft. Bomber Commander Ski/
1989 18/
Pleasure Boat. 4 cyl., 165 h.p. inboard
Mer-Curser motor. Just reduced to
$9,000.
438-2794

Reader Ads:

GAME wardens security.
Maintenance. etc No exp
necessary For info call
(219) 769-6649 EXT 7159.
8am to 8pm. 7 days

NURSES Aide-PRN work
all shifts as needed Must
be flexible, prefer experience but will train Not a full
time position -at present
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr Murray
EOE

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
sou Discount Ind Ban,
80% Discount 3rd Ran.
(All 3 Ado Must Ran Within 6 Day Paled)
II 75 per column loth earn far Thasday(Shop
ping Guide)

150

IMO
Wanted

Notice

Notice

Nodes

Computers
120
130
For Salo Or Trade
Want To Boy
140
1S0...._
Articles For Sale
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sawing Machines
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240 .......................... Miscellaneous
260
TV & Radio
380
Pita & Supplies

070

1120

026

11( 11 \

REAL ESTATE SALES

Business Rentals

300

MISCELIANEOL S

090

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SEitVICES

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & "Renee will be
reepqsaible for only one incorrect insertion:- Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

UM'

Farm Equipment
190
370 ...........-Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
550
Feed & Seed

EMPLOINIF\ I

,9,11111MIENTS

II) PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, MAY 11, 1993

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable& experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

p.m.,,
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

NOTICE • RENEWAL DATE
CITY OF MURRAY VEHICLE STICKERS - NOW DUE!
INFORMATION REQUIRED

$35.00 PER VEHICLE
YEAR, MAKE & LICENSE
PLATE NUMBER

CITY OF MURRAY BUSINESS LICENSE - NOW DUE!
CITY VEHICLE STICKERS ARE REQUIRED OF CITY RESIDENTS FOR EACH
VEHICLE OWNED AND FOR NON-RESIDENTS WHOSE PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IS INSIDE THE CITY LIMITS FOR THE VEHICLE USED IN THECOURSE OF EMPLOYMENT.
RENEW IN

MAY TO

JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

AVOID PENALTIES!!!
OFFICE HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
INCLUDING THE NOON HOUR
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MID-SOUTH Musicians*
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros/
amateurs). Phone for free
brochure! (901) 642-0773.

NEW faculty member looking for house to rent beginning August 15 Will be in
Murray 5/08/93 to 5/12/93
Call 759-2511

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600

Apartments
For Rent

25n
Business
Simko,
KEN-TENN Investigations,
owner J.B Wilburn. specializing in criminal, civil.
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
50 2 - 7 5 3 • 3868
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
27n
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x70 2BR, 1 bath mobile
home. $6900 Days
753-2922, evenings
753-7124
16x60 1992 3BR. 2 bath
country blue & mauve
underpinning, appliances,
deck, central air $16,500
Must sell 527-5629 leave
message

320

1991 SOUTHERN Livin'
1470 3br, 2 bath, all
electric, $12.900 Ph
502-527-5253
1993 14x52 2br $10,500
1993 14x56 2br $11,500
1993 -14x65 3br $12,900
1993 16x70 3br $17,900
1993 16x80 3br $19,900
1993 28x48 3br $22,900
Jack Thompson, Terry
Lynch Lakeland Quality
Homes,641 North, Benton,
KY 527-5253
2BR mobile home & lot,
water, sewer & electric
474-8702 for appointment
BEST Home Center, Hwy
45E, Milan. TN. New government money available
for mobile home loans Bad
credit in the past but have
re-established, we can help
you buy a new mobile
home Call toll free
1-800-282-3781 Credit application taken over the
phone
COMPLETE mobile home
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
Electric 759-1835
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.'
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 203
amp $375 100 amp $325.
435-4027

stove, refrigerator furnColeman RE
ished
753-9898.
2BR apts, spacious, all
appliances including
washer & dryer $450/mo
753-4573.
2BR duplex, central h/a.
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, $395/ino plus
deposit. No pets. 753-1266
before 5pm
2BR duplex with central
h/a, w/d hookup, carport
No pets. 753-9741.
2BR near MSU. Central
heat & air, available now
$300/mo, appliances &
lawn maintenance furnEmbassy Apts
ished
753-9898

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
elearic or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

4 CAR clean-up shop, ofice, paved lot. air
753 4509
BUILDING to lease Formally Walter's Pharmacy.
519 So 12th Murray Call
Benson's Sporting Goods
753 1342
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

3 or 4BR, 2 bath:rear deck
& storage building 1005
Olive $450/mo plus deposit 759-9800 days or
759-1509 evenings
NICE 2br, 1 bath lake view
home, full basement, large
kitchen & living room. fireplace. deck. garage. community boat ramp Lakeway
Shores Subdivision References, deposit required
759-2085

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information
SHOP located at 406 Sunbury Circle, overhead
doors, gas heat- Call
753-0839 or 436-2935
370
Livestock
& Supplies
BRANGUS bulls out of re
gistered sire 12-16 mos
old 753-3146, 435 4646

EFFICIENCY apt near
No pets
campus
753-5980

Pets
& Supplies

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984. Equa
Housing Opportunity.
NEAR University. 2 room
furnish& apt, living room,
dining room, combo with
kitchenette, spacious bedroom. Bath has shower &
tub. $150 .deposit.
$150/mo. 753-4560
NEW 2br duplex, central
hie, appliances carport.
$400/mo 181.7 Ridgewood No pets 753-7457
NICE 2br duplex central
gas h/a, stove, refrigerator
& dishwasher furnished
Washer/dryer hook up 14
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400/mo plus deposit No
pets Days 753-1953,
nights 753-0870
NICE 2br duplex, central
satelitte, $.375/mo No
pets 753-7457

3110

AKC male Pekingese 1
yrs, $75 obo 527 5629
leave message
SOLD
DALMATIONS, AKC regis
tered 435-4414
FREE puppies and kittens
Call Richard 474-8748
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
POMERANIAN puppies
AKC $200/ea 924-5522
SWEET loveable kittens
long & short haired, variety
of colors Bring your own
box $15 753-9390
WANT to buy Blue Heeler
or Australian Sheperd
puppy or young dog
489-2375

NICE 3br. stove & refrigerator furnished, carpet
throughout, central h/a.
available May 1 $450/mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753.1953
Nights 753-0870

West Kentucky's
Biggest Citywide
Yard Sale

HELP WANTED
SHOP PERSONNEL
•MECHANIC
PviniMuM 3 years experience

•SET UP/RECONDITION
Agricultural bocicground needed
Hourly rate based on experience,.
overtime. good tomes and Insurcnce.
UnItorms provided. new modern facility.

For detailed descriptions of yard sale
items available and a
map of various locations, come by the
Tourism
Murray
office,
Commission
306 N. 12th St.
For more information and an application,
call 763-6171.

Appty in person only al:
FOR your real estate

•

1984 FORD Tempo, needs
work. $500 obo Call
753 5350 after 5pm
1984 VW Scirocco, drives
fast, ac. piw, pil, pit), am/
fm Must sell $1995
753-2941
1985 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille, excellent condi
bon, $4600 753-6705
1985 NISSAN Maxima station wagon, sun/moon roof,
loaded, local owner.$4500
753-8096 after 5 30pm
1986 DODGE 6005E, excellent condition 753 9774
after 6pm
1986 FORD Mustang GT
302HO, auto loaded
753-9861 after 5pm

needs. contact Vinson Fie
any al, 302 So 12th
733-3243 Wayne Wilson
753 MK bPosei Pat CO
omen 713011$, miaow
am Dan Mir. 436-4144
enema & auslierats

1986 NISSAN Maxima.
V-6. automatic, sun roof,
loaded locally owned, like
new,$4400 435-4264 after
5pm
1990 MERCURY Topaz
steteo, OP, auto, excellent condition $7500
753-0440 days. 436-5059
nights Ask for Randy
1991 CAMARO RS, excellent condition 7S3-204t

3 ACRE farm with new well
2 out buildings driveway
completely fenced camper
optional $10,000 Located
lust off Hwy 280 on old
Murray -concord Rd
436-5740 or 436-2528

28R country home centra
lira, vinyl siding 1, ca
garage extras clean and
well maintained 437-4023
3BR, 3200sq ft Ranch
overlooking the #10 green
tennis courts & pool at
Oak's Country Club 2 mas
ter bedrooms 22x28 recreation room, 2 large decks
3'4 baths new oak kitchen
custom decorations & land
$175 000
scalping
753-4569
3BR brick home 3 miles
from Murray, built under
FMHA specs 759 1584
leave message
BRICK ranch 3br 2 bath
home with central h a to
cated on large lot lust
southwest of city limits in
lovely area MLS#4724
Just reduced to mid $70's
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

1991 SEDAN DeVille Ca
dillac extra nice 753-4509
1992 Dodge Daytona
Call
loaded 9 500
753 5350 after 5 pm
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Al
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

1990-1991 DODGE mini
van $9500 25xxx miles
one low miles one high
miles Call 753-0603
1991 MAZDA MPV van,
dual air excellent condition Call 799703,
753 6425-

pickup

SMALL backhoe, 648
Case $4500 Also 1964 1
ton Chevy truck $1500
OBO 759-1102
sin

1977 FORD LTD good old
car, many parts recently
replaced Call after noon
753-6931
1979 OLDS runs & looks
good Also t979 Mercury
runs good Can be seen at
2111 Coldwater Rd
Murray
1943 PONTIAC Firebird
75,4,39
1914 CHEVY Capt.
Classic good condition
$2100 Phone 492 9150

14FT, V bottom Polar
Kraft, $300 753-2953

1985 HYDRO Sport boat
with 1986 90hp Mercury
motor 15 ft long motor
guide trolling motor Eagle
depth finder, excellent condition $4000 489-2247
WANTED cheap boats &
motors All kinds Tom Lee
436-5811

FORREST Construction
Remodeling, additions repair countertops, and general carpentry 753-9688
15 years experience

repair work Carpenter
work electric plumbing
lawn work some tree worli
hedge trimming cleaning &
cutting of rence rows light
hauling & other small Jobs
Robert Prescott 753 9504
KB ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling, garages. decks patios,
interor trim 753-0834

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates 759-1274 after
trimtree
Hauling
A-1
1 A
4pm
ming. tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics. & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

isrfloss
Offered

LAWN mowing service In- ROCKY COLSON Home
sured Coleman Benefiel Repair Roofing. siding
painting, plumbing conphone 759-4564
crete Free estimates Call
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- 474-2307
ING Spring cleaning/ Call
us for a free estimate SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS
installation repair, replace
753-5827
ment Backhoe service
LICENSED for electric and BRENT ALLEN 759 15i 5
gas 753-7203,
SEWING machine repair
MOBILE home roof coat
Kenneth Barnhill
ing Call Robert Prescott 753-2674
753,9504
SHEETROCK finishing
MOODY'S mower repair
textured ceilings Larry
Pick up and delivery
Chnsman 492-8742
753 5668
*SUREWAY Thee & Stump
MOWER repair Same day Removal Insured with full
service 7 days week Most line of equipment Free es
repairs at your home Fac- bmates Day or night
tory trained 15 yrs experi- 753-5484
ence 502 753 5299
THE Gutter Co Seamless
MULCH hauled to your aluminum gutters variety
house 759 1588
of colors Licensed in
MULCH pick up loads surer/ Estimate available
759 4690
Murray 436-5560
PAINTING exterior, inter- VCR-NINANDO REPAIR
ior Call Charlie Rains Wood VCR Service Center
cleaning servicing $15
753-5754
most repairs $35 New loPLUMBING repairman with cation Route 1 Almo
same day service Call Open 9-12 1-5, Mon Fri .
436 5255
753 0530
PROFESSIONAL lawn
care & maintenance set
vice Very dependable &
free estimates 436-5443

WANTED large yards to
mow 753 8908 call early in
morning Reasonable

RICKS Roofing All types
of roofs and repairs Tor
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
RESPONSIBLE 13 yr old experience guaranteed
male would like to mow work Free estimates
grass in Murray Call phone 502-437 4559
753 0569 after 5pm
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica, all colors Free esti
I
01M.,
,p
mates Wulff's Recovery
0p5.
Murray 436 5560

REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753-8056

RARE OPENING

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816, 753-0495
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing concrete driveways painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways hauling foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment 759-1515
BAILEY'S MOWING &
LAWN CARE mowing. ter
tilizer aerating & leaf removal 99% customer retention rate Free estimates Call David Bailey
753 6986
BLACK top sealer Need
sealer on your driveway/
Robert Prescott 753-9504
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436 5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintance Free
estimates 753 4591
BUSH hogging large or
small 753-7457
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Beb
ber 759 1247
CHIN Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436 5560

Campers

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construction
additions, blown ceilings
435-4036

16FT Aluma Craft &
GENERAL Repair plumbfoot controll trolling motor,2 ing, roofing tree work
depth finders, steenng col- 436-2642
umn.65hp Evinrude, 2 high
rise bass seats very good GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding paintcondition 437-4004
ing Free estimates 18
&
1969 OZARK Fish
years experience Local reSki 17. 110hp, loaded, like ferences 436 2701
new, garage kept, low hrs.
trolling motor. 3 ban. 2 fish GUTTERING By Sears
finders, 2 livewells Perfect Sears residential and corn
for fishing or skiing, like mercial continuous gutters
new trailer 502-354-6607 installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
1984 BAYLINER. Fish & for free estimate
condi
Ski model excellent
lion Has 1985 70hp Even- HANDYMAN will do plumb
rude engine and also motor ing electrical carpentry
guide trolling motor Call and general repair
David King at 753-8355 753-0596
days or 759-9854 after HAVE a small lob no one
5pm
wants to do/ We do minor

Vans

1990 YAMAHA 80YZ
436-5598

TOPPER for small pickup
with long bed. $50 Heavy
duty tow bar for cars &
trucks $125 436-5002 can
be seen behind Eli's Auto
Glass

Boats
& Motors

Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
mg Free estimates
759 1683

198990 TOYOTA conversion van raised root, color
tv dual air system loaded,
ex6ellent condition $9300
753 8500 or 436-5371 after
5pri

Services
Offered

520

1A Al town/country yard
mowing, landscaping tree
trimming, tree removal
light hauling Free estiTim Lamb
mates
436-2528

BY OWNER SAVE $$$$
3br, 3 bath brick, central
1979 150 FORD loaded
gas ha, appliances cus
drapries, fenced yard. low minr-condition, $3850
utilities, many amenities' 753 0144
Owner moving By appoint
1984 GMC S15 truck, gold.
ment 753 0788. 759 1839 6 cyl 4sp 117,000« mrles
CHARMING 2br, 2 bath $2500 753-3577 after
home central h a de 6pm
tached garage & extra out
1986 NISSAN black air.
building Close to town
chrome wheels tinted winlocation
county
dows, low rider, new fires.
MLS#4729 Offered in the $3200 obo 753 9891
$40-s through Kopperud
1987 S 10 CHEVY Blazer,
Realty 753-1222
Tahoe package 2 wheel
V 6 engine, 5sp overdri
FIFTY TWO lovely acres
drive, loaded, super clean
would make a nice cattle or
Call 753 1372 Monday
horse farm Almost corn
ask for Jack
Saturday
pletely fenced with a pond
$7250
Call Julia Givens at
1-800 489-4684 realtor 1989 CHEVY Silverado
MTG Real Estate, Benton
swb loaded new tires &
Ky or 502-527-2959 at wheels 436 2765
home
1990 JEEP Wrangler. ac.
FOR Sale by Owner
cruise. 441,hard & soft top,
House on 1 4 acres with am/fm cassette, excellent
3040 metal building 3 condition Call 753-1323
miles on Hwy 94 East
before 4 30pm
753 0926
1991 MAZDA B2200, one
owner 753-2615

1981 YAMAHA Champ
with 59 miles $375 Cal
753-5870

USED Airstream Trailers
Also used trailer hitches
Will trade 753-0114 -

KENWOOD car stereo arm
tm cassette $125 obo
527 5629 leave message

1975 GMC
489 2101

Murray, Ky.
Sat., May LS
7 a.m. - 3 p.m. .

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Ag Equipment
Hwy. m South, Movileld

1984 FORD Tempo,
air cruise, auto. $1400
436-5697

3fi0

2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All appliances furnished, central
h/a, quiet neighborhood
Coleman RE 753-9898_

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

TAKING applications for RE MAX Properties Ltd
section 8 rent subsidized Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
1, 2,3,4BR apts,furnished. apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed- Bel Air
Center
very nice, some with rooms. handicap accessi- 502-753 SOLD
washer & dryer, near MSU
ble. Equal Housing Oppor- 1-800-3695780
No pets. Also room for rent.
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
days
753-1252
753-6111,
Cello
Hardin, Ky or call ROBERTS Realty
753-0606 after 5pm.
way County's oldest and
502-437-4113
most reliable real estate
1BR apts near campus,
VACANT nice 1br apt agency For all your real
partial utilities. 759-9980.
No pets
$195/mo
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651' Syca1BR & studio apt available, 753-5292
more and 12th St
appliances furnished. Coleman RE 753-9898
Pan
Homes
1 OR 2br apts near downLots
For Rent
town Murray. 753-4109
For Sale
2BR, 17, bath, w/d hookup, 2BR. 641 South. 1'vi miles
acre lot
BY owner Large
carport & deck, $350/rno, from city limits, $325/mo
located in Woodgate Sub$350 deposit 753-6266, 753-6156.
division on CUL de SAC
437-4855
3BDRM, convenient loca- Special restrictions apply
tion, $500/mo, lease re- Call David King at
2BR. 2 bath duplex
quired, no pets 753-3293
753-8355 days or
pliances fumes
gas heat & ai
3BR, 2 bath, central hia, 759 9854 after 5pm
Dr appliances furnished, carw/dhoo
deposit, 1 port, fenced yard, in good LOT with trees in South$4
No pets. neighborhood Coleman west Villa, size 100x140'or
150x140* 753 3488
RE 753-9898

213F1 apt in Northwood,
70/mo 759-4406
2
1
1984 FLEETWOOD 143e
2BR apt, large rooms, very
frt kit 2br gas $8995, ph
near MSU for up to 4 stu502-527-5253
dents. washer, dryer.

1989 CONCORD 14x70
mobile home 2br, 2 bath
with jacuzzi, catherdal ceilings, large deck, landscaping, on approx 2acres overlooking pond Lynn Grove
area, extremely nice
753-9959 9am-5pm, after
6pm 489-2068

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended. between 8am•12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

530

530
Services
Offered

lissd
thisical

.•

530

0

220

190 DODGE motorhome,
fully equipped, 52,XXX
miles. excellent condition
$4500 neg No trades
474-0115

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plate installation and set
vice Call Gary at
759-4754

SCAMPER 5th wheel. 321t
self-contained, electric/
gas, refrigerator. gas hot
water healer ac full bath,
Queen bed, very nice condi
•
son 759 9475

CUSTOM TILUNG flower
beds or gardens. etc
Phone 489-2995
DRYWALL. finishing, rooms, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

•
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MOM ORMIN 911111111111
CORMS 111111111111111MOIN

Two Of:

Woodworking
111
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Custom

•Orep by I we pm aberavesei

ara Una.'vullallif
MOM

limy bean

11111%...••••••gmb.....-A•

VIf

TWttITY FOUR C1111110T COUNTRY

fil g3

Kentucky's premier and oldest country
music FM is looking for an advertising
sales representative for Murray and
Mayfield. Salary plus commission, gas
allowance, and health intsrance. Great
future for someone who absolutely loves
radio and can sell! Applicant must have
previous sales experience and be "personality plus".
BACKGROUND CHECKS WILL BE
CONDUCTED.
Apply in person at WICYQ in Paducah.
Equal Opportunity Employer

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion
of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger P Times will
be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION. Any error should be
reported immediately so
corrections can be made
CHECK YOUR AD carefully and notify The Classified Advertising Department immediately in case
of an error

753-1916
Horoscopes
WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 1993

For your personalited daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-9110-9Xx-778S. Your phsine company ss ill hill sou 95
cents a minutesi
righting a wrong. Telling the whole
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
4
NEvr N'F:,-\R OF yot.R LIFE: A • stor
\ will produce the best results.
.
brash or drrog.ant attitude will only Creditors ma % he helpful if on
hamper our professional progress. inform them hos% things stand.
I RI;0 Aug. 23-Sept, 221:
Find another way to mask an insecurities vou may have. SOMeOtte Your state of mind is- affected by
who enters sour life later this sear e‘ents hes ond your control. iiatig iii
will boost your self-confidence. there and sou %s ill eseittuall find
Keep the home fires burning in what you seek. Your product's ity
December. Neglecting your lov.ed and income 1-1‘,C at the same nine.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-00. 22): A
ones for business would be a mistake. Earls in 1994, discuss with good das for negotiating financial
experts an investment opportunit% terms and contracts. Read KIM,ccii
that arises unexpectedls. Someone the Imes to understand ss hat our
romantic partner is telling sou. A
may not he telling the vs hole story.
pet can he a great comfort in nines
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
of stress.
THIS DATE: nurse Florence
SCORPIO lOo. 23 Nos. 211:
Nightingale. actor Bruce Boxlenner.
Rail a work cre%A to lailsle a lough
comedian George Carlin. talk shins
task. Additional personnel in.i_%..
host Tom Snyder.
pnike saluable. A !fiend. partner or
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): For
terrific success, think hefore you act. mate agrees to sour terms. Your
Submit original ideas to higher-ups s Is aCIOUs manner %k ills, \ oil
delightu
nesk friends.
to show them how eager on are.
SAGITTARIUS I Nos . 22 Dek..
The future (il a relationship is uncer1: Guard against hast‘ JCL 1,1011's jt
tain. Be smart: play the waiting
game.
work. You and sour colleagues.
TAURUS 'April 20-\1a% 201: efforts, slow and steads. ss in the
Early hours favor contract negotia- race. Loosen the purse strings, to
tions. Mans hands not onls lighten sax e a relationship.
CAPRICORN i Dec. 22-Jan.
the workload hut also boost morale.
Romance has sou walking on air. 19): Juggling yOUr career and
Smooth 0% CI" an domestic differ- domestic dunes may make lift.' hectic. Keep your emotions in check.
ences with intelligent compromises.
GEMINI (Ma% 21 -June 201: Things up in the air will soon tall
Pleasant sOcial acto Hies could boost neatly into place. A windfall Inas
sour business prospects. Do not come sour %k J .
.AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Fay
confuse talking with communicating
%% hen you sit down with a friend to Be alert for sudden upsets at home
resoke a financial misunderstand- or %cork. Poise under pressure makes
ou a champion! Your Lolleagues
ing.
CANCER (June 21 -Jul 22): An are willing to I, 4 Nlipt!r e Be more
11101111111dt11.
opportunit5 to Ira5 el should he
PISCES itch 1 1; \larLh 201:
greeted %snit enthusiasm. You can
make real headway with a creatise New intonnation Lould he ptuiling
or distressing. Do ma panic. Addi
project if 11L1 MOW s‘a if . A confidential meeting proses .id'. anta- tional data w ill soon he as ailahle,
l'our participation in a special 'group
tJuly 21-Aug. 22). IN) not impresses its other menihers
he .11) about asking for help in
11/1)ArS('HILI)REN are Minx-losing. quiet and uitassunting„.1low
escr. watch out when their patience wears thin Dies .ire sensitise to slights
and haVe a ntemor) like an ekphant Reliable and thorough. these l'aUfC•In•
take tredt pride in their %rwt .ind 1.41101)
Ow) are Laultiats %Wry
tinwir is cialcerned. the can also he sets generous Count 1111 them to dig
&kelp Imo their pockets to help the heed
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Looking Back
Today is Tuesday, May 11, the 131st day of 1993. There are 234
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 11, 1888, songwriter Irving Berlin was born Israel Baline
in Temun, Russia. Berlin, who died in 1989. wrote some 1,500, songs,
including such standards as "White Christmas," "Easter Parade" and
"God Bless America."
On this date:
In 1647, Peter Stuyvesint arrived in New Amsterdam to become
governor.
In 185#, Minnesota became the 32nd state of the Union.
In .1894, modern dance pioneer Martha Graham was horn in
Pittsburgh.
In 1943, during World War II, American forces landed on Japaneseheld Attu island in the Aleutians.
In 1973, charges against Daniel Ellsbcrg for his role in the "Pentagon Papers" case were dismissed.
In 1981, reggae artist Bob Marley died at age 36.
In, 1985, more than 50 people died when a flash fire swept a jampacked soccer stadium in Bradford. England.
In 1987, in a. medical first, doctors in Baltimore transplanted the
heart and lungs of an auto accident victim to a patient who gave up
his own'hcart to a second recipient. Clinton House, the nation's first
living heart donor, died 14 months later.
Ten years ago: Secretary of State George P. Shultz returned to
Washington from the .Mideast, expressing confidence Syria would
withdraw its troops from Lebanon along with Israeli forces.
Five years ago: Master spy Harold "Kim" Philby died in the Soviet
Union at age 76. Fans of Irving Berlin paid tribute on his 100th birthday with celebrations that included a gala at New York's Carnegie
Hall.
One year ago: Twelve European countries recalled their ambassadors from Serb-dominated Yugoslavia to protest Serb involvement in
Bosnia's ethnic war.
Today's Birthdays: Actor-comedian Foster Brooks is 81. Actor
Denver Pyle, is 73. Comedian Mort Sahl is 66.
Thought for Today: "Government, in the last analysis, is organized
opinion. Where there is little or no public opinion, there is likely to be
had government, which sooner or later becomes autocratic government." --William Lyon Mackenzie King, Canadian statesman
(1874-1950).

Ten years ago
Carl Anderson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Anderson, is valedictorian, and Tracy Beach,
daughter of Marlene Beach and
Glen Beach. is salutatorian of
1983 graduating class of Calloway County High School. Baccalaureate will be May 15 and
Commencement on May 17.
Eddie Ray Young, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Chad Young, and Jwain
White, son of Dr. and Mrs. Jerre!
White, were state winners in
Children's Bible Drill at Lone
Oak Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton David
Emerson, April 28, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs: Bill Abbott, April .
30.
Mary Graves was named Girl
of the Year by Preceptor Omicron Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
at the annual Founders' Day

banquet.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
emeritus of Murray State University, is pictured receiving first
copy of his book, Fifty Years of
Progress, from Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president of MSU.
Dr. Joe Rcxroat completed a
year-long term as president of
70-member Southwestern Kentucky Dental Society at its meeting held at Mayfield.
Ellen Watson, a senior vocational home economics major at
Murray State University.• has
accepted a position as graduate
assistant at the University of Ten-

May 2.

Thirty „wears ago
The City ol Murray sold
S334,000 in water and sewer
bonds at its meeting. These are
the remainder of bond issue of
S750.000 approved. by City
Council several months ago to
finance construction of a main
sewer line with laterals needed to
serve the area between Sycamore
and Glendale.
Kathleen Madrcy, Beverly
Goode, Marsha Hendon, Carolyn
Murdock andMary Beth Bazzell
Were winners at District Senior
4-H Rally held at North Marshall
School Lunchroom.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Franklin Webster, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eury

nessee at Knoxville,
Ed Carroll of Carroll Volkswagen inc., has been selected as a
fellow Member of 1972 Volkswagen Guild.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jewell McCallon,

Colson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Hilliker and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Davis.

DEAR ABBY: Three cheers for
the father who slapped his son
because the lad called him a filthy
name! And a pox on you, the boy's
mother, and Children's Protective
Services, which denied the father
custodial privileges
I raised seven children of my
own without all advice from Dear
Abby. ‘Vhen my oldest son was 16.
he called nn a filthy name in front
of his pt.ers, and not only did I slap
him. I hanged his head against the
wall while a policeman stood by
with a smile on his face. Then I,
'dragged my 6-foot tax deduction

BLONDIE

home for a stimulating father and
son chat, and politely informed him
that if he ever talked like that to me
again, he had better find another
world to'live in. Case-closed.
This oldest son is now a father,
and he thinks that instead of giving
advice. you should hang is. up and
string beads,.
Abby, von said that a father's
slapping his SI)11 Was "the ultimate
humiliation": my son feels it was an
act of love.
DON I.:Al:MEAUX,
HICKORY HILLS, ILL.

DEAR DON: A father who
boasts that he banged his son's
head against the wall — and
refers to him as a "tax deduction" — vould hardly qualify for
Father of the Year.
And the son who calls that
kind of barbaric behavior "an
act of love" is as sick and misguided as his father. I recommend a psychiatrist with two
couches.
DEAR ABBY: The.other night. I
had a first date with an attractive,
well-educated, young professional
woman. During dinner. she'casually

THE FAR SIDE

I EfOuraHr ONE THAr WA6
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By GARY LARSON
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in high schools in Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wells and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Porter Bramlett, May 5: a• girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Vinson Edwards. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert' Clopton and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Levin, May 6.

wove several foul-mouthed remarko.
into an otherwise interesting and
enjoyable evening.
I cannot understand why so
many women these da. s go in bpicrude language. Maybe they think
it makes them sound sophisticated.
To me, it is extremely unfeminine
and a big turnoff I suppose some
men like tough-talking women. but
I am not one of them.
I would appreciate your thoughts
on this as well as the opinions of
some of your male readers.
GROSSED OUT IN ATLANTA
DEAR GROSSED OUT: I find
vulgar language from women or
men equally offensive. Since
you found the young Woman
attractive and interesting —
except for her foul language —
why don't you let her know that
you were turned off, andNokky?
You could be doing her an enormous favor.
DEAR ABBY: You recently.
.
lished a letter from a readr
requested that her obituary. include
the fact that she had been a IleaVy
smoker. Perhaps that started i new
trend, because I read the liyllowing
obituary in The New York Times on
Feb. 25. 1993:
"Jane Doe, R.N., died after a long
illness ... Daughter of ... sister of .,.
cousin of ... A brilliant person. iconoclast and achiever. She smoked
two packs of cigarettes daily for -10
years. In addition to her family and
friends, the tobacco industry will
miss her. Graveside service Feb. 2S
at 1 p.m."
NAOMI SCIII,ESSEL.
(;REAT NECK. N.Y.
DEAR NAOMI SCHLESSEI.:
Thank you. This will go into my
"Now I've Seen Everything" file.

Elm

q01.
--111111411112k--

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Halford
Story, is salutatorian of 1953 graduating class of Hazel High
School.
Harry Sparks, J. Matt Spark.'
man, Tom Hogancamp,
Wrather and. Ellis Henson, all
members of faculty at Murray
State College. are busy this
spring delivering commencement
addresses at graduating exercises,

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
wo4A1' TimE : DONT Hill/E A
w*CH ANYmORE
00 YOU
HAvE
,

Forty years ago
Maxine White, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenton White, is valedictorian, and Faye Story,

Dr. Gott

444--4

CATHY
I WILL NOT
DATE SOMEONE
CO BUSINESS
WITH, CHARLENE.

NO OffICE OATES.
NO 8UNO OATES

NO PERSONAL ADS.
NO OIMNG SERVICES.
NO SINGLES EVENTS.
NO MATCHMAKERS.
NO "COINCIDENTAL"
SEATIN ARRANGEMENTS-

IN PREPARATION FOR BEING
OVERLY PICKY ABOUT WHO SHE
-MEETS, SHE'S BEING OVERLY
PICKY ABOUT HOW SHE AIEETS
HIM
ALSO, NO WITNESSES.

AT DINNER PARTIES.
NO PUISSACTE CLASSES.
NO tim/fiER SEMINARS.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Nine months ago
I was hospitalized because of a severe
stagger and distorted vision that were ,
due to the antibiotic gentamicin that I
received for an infection_ Apparently,
it caused vestibular ototoxicity. Where
might I find a cure or rfii.ans to alley]
ate this disastrous problem and what
medical specialist might address the
"Amazing! The mummified remains of a prehistoric
condition?
cave-painter — still clutching his-brushl
-D-EAR ItEAD17:117Yoir appear to
suffered a recognized complicahave
Seems he made an enemy,though."
tion of gentamicin: ototoxicity. In
some patients receiving the antibiotic,
ear damage'(partial deafness, dizzi
ness. vertigo and ringing in the ears)
may result.
Regrettably. this is usually perrim
nent, as it reflects damage to the
Puzzle
Previous
to
Answer
ACROSS
39 Arrow poison
nerves of hearing. Although I doubt
41 Seasoning
you can do to alleviate
there-is-much
1 Facts
A
43 More docile
5 Novelty
this condition, you should check with
Carried
45
A
8 Oriental
an ear-nose-and-throat specialist for
48 Slumbering
nurse
examination and advice.
Strict
50
12 God of love
A
A
51 Reward
To give you-more information, I am
13 Harem room
52 The self
14 Story
you a free copy of my Health
sending
being
Actual
54
15 Stretcher
A
"Ear Infections and
Report
55 Strokes
17 One's
0A
A
Disorders." Other readers Who would
A
soup
ton
—
56
profession
like a copy should send $1.25 plus a
57 Stalk
A
19 Tardier
long, self addressed, stamped enveE
0
20 Loads
UT R E
DOWN
lope to P.O. Box 2433, New York. NY
21 Great Lake
D
er
A
AS
1 Secluded
23 Rabbit
10163. Be sure to mention the title
ARETE
P ER FORM
valley
24 Deface
DEAR DR. GOVT. I'm a 29-year-old
STEM
P I E
ARE
2 Solo
26 Killed
married male with one child on the
3 Seesaw
28 Nothing
ESAU
TOSS
ES
R
_
way. My problem is that I'm quite
4 Showy flower
31 That thing
1993 Un led Feature Syndicate
5-11
modest and have a fear of doctors
5 On behalf of
32 Irritate
6 Paid notice
33 Roman 51
because I'm afraid of getting an erec
shelter
22 Choice part
7•Hoover —
34 Limb
lion during an examination I know
11 Towel word
23 Treks
36 Spirited
8 Essence
16 Goddess of
24 Wire measure the importance of periodic checkups,
9 Young lady
horse
discord
yet cannot overcome this fear Am I
25 Devoured
10 Toward
38 Ginger —
18 Verve
unique or are there others with simi27 Exist
29 Sick
lar problems"
30 Falsehood
DEAR READER: Your concerns
35 Small boring
ii
10
9
4
7
2
i
6
4
S
1
are not unique; in fact, they're quite
tool
common However. in my experience,
36 Withered
14
13
12
there is rarely a problem Doctors are
37 Tropical
fruit
sensitive to this sort of embarrass
38 Bear witness
ment and ordinarily take pains to
to
il
Id
'S
avoid it by being meticulously profes
40 Wants
19
sional and limiting examination of the
42 Is fond of
genitals in patients who are suscepti
43 Pound down
ble Iii easy arousal
44 On the ocean
21
46 Gaelic
Of course. you can share your fears
47 Judo
with the doctor before the examina
46 Church
hon, this would help Rut, in general
bench
there is more apprehension about the
SO Offspring
possibility of an erection than of the
53 Proceed
actual event itself which occurs mfr.,
uurntly
'
4
Remember that healthy men in
thou Jus and Ala du not nerd periodic
checkup% once every to years is suffl
corm if you base no recognised health
problem% Thus if %ou ye been exam
lewd recen14 situ 1 an procrastinate
until you re a 11111r older and loss sisal
*enable

Crosswords

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
F,0E—S9 l.,JHAT, APRIL t

Wa'me &ow aXilla4HERE
SW:CALI-11S hi9RNING!
WE'RE aOlts12.ToTtie
UTILE DIPPER DRY

CARE , dr,/

CENT
fit

GARFIELD
I PREFER TO THINK of IT
AS LOSING. WEIC,HT

!A

PEANUTS
WHERE'S YOUR HE'S TAKING
STUPID D067 HIS TROOPS

ON ANOTHER
NATURE HIKE

HA! HE'LL BE
LUCKY IF NE
EVER FINDS HIS
WAY HOME:

(ou'RE
ANO I 4ATE TC ADm,T IT BUT IF ,
LOST THE BEST Lok, TO FiNO YOUR WAY
HOME IS TO FOLLOW A CAT CATS ALWAYS
KNOW WHERE THE RE 6e'N‘

,/
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ill iii

dad
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Willi
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WWII
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Obit tut ri(—•
Inurstrisents Since 1831

James(Bud) Kilgore

Griffin Z. Lane

Kilgore, 80, Rt. 1, Emmalene, and Gary Kilgore, Rt.
James(Bud)
Almo, died Monday at 12:07 p.m. 1, Almo; one sister, Mrs. Alta
Mae Hunt and husband, Eddie,
at West View Nursing Home.
A heavy equipment operator, Louisville; two brothers, T.A.
he was a member of Pleasant Hilt Kilgore and wife, Leola, Indiana• ixt Church and of the Mason- polis, Ind., and Blenard Kilgore
and wife, Martha, Louisville;
ic organization.
Born Aug'. 20, 1912, in Stewart eight grandchildren; 12 greatCounty, Tenn., he was the son of grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
the late George Albert Kilgore
and Mary Jane Brake Kilgore. at 1 p.m. in the chapel- of
One son, Dillard Kilgore, five Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
sisters andtwo brothers also pre- The Rev. David Cunningham will
officiate.
ceded him in death.
Burial will follow in Pleasant
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Stone and hus- Hill Cemetery in Land Between
band, Rex, Rt. 5, Murray, and the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral
Mrs. Joyce Thompson and hus-.
band, Ronald, Louisville; two home after 5 p.m. today
sons, Tommy Kilgore and wife. (Tuesday).

- Mrs. Arlene M. Witt
Services for Mrs. Arlene M.
Witt are today at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles
Anderson is officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Burial will follow in McCuiston Cemetery.
Mrs. Witt, 64, New Concord,

died Sunday at 12:15 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include her husband,
Paul E. Witt Jr.; five sisters, Mrs.
Norma Jones, Mrs. Marge Neoff,
Mrs. Joann Jank, Mrs. Mary Jane
Norris and Mrs. Gloria Alexander; two brothers, Robert Alexander and James Alexander.

Dennis M.
Rogers

The funeral for Griffin Z. Lane
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Roy Balcntinc is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Mark Dillon,
Jack Scott, Micky Ahart, Joe
Brandon, George Taylor and Lyle
Pridemore, active; Johnnie Lane

Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Bonita Ahan and husFuneral rites for Dennis M.
band, Frank, and Mrs. Judy ParkRogers are today at 2 p.m. in the
er, Rt. I, Dexter, and Mrs. Mar- chapel of Filbcck and Cann Fungaret Downs and husband, Bruce. eral Home, Benton. John Hoover
Rt. 6, Murray; three sons, Charles and Ralph Steury are officiating.
Lana. and wife, Lottic, MetropoBurial will follow in Sharpe
lis, Ill., David Lane and wife, Eli- Cemetery.
zabeth, Murray, and Ronnie Lane ' The family requests that
and wife, Delores, Rt. 1, Dexter; expressions of sympathy take the
and Danny Dillon, honorary. Bur- one sister, Mrs. Lilly Baxter, form of contributions to Western
ial will follow in Wafford
Granite City, Ill.; twbrothers, Kentucky Youth Camp, 301
Cemetery.
John R. Lane, Murray, and RayYouth Camp Rd., Marion, Ky.
Mr. Lane, 74, Rt. -4-, Almo, --ford Lane,- -Granite City, Ill.; 42064.
died Sunday at 8:30 a.m. at his seven grandchildren: four
Mr. Rogers, 71, Benton, died
hope.
stepgrandchildrcn.
Sunday at 5:35 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his Wife,
Mrs. Florence Williams Rogers:
Services for Luther (Buck) pherd United Methodist Church. one daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Poe,
Mr._ fines.. 83. died Sunday at
Jines will be Wednesday at 1
Rt. 6, Benton: three sons, Mark
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Chur- 12:40 p.m. at his home at
Rogers, Rt. 2, Benton, Mike
chill Funeral Home. The Rev. Hamlin.
Rogers. Rt. 6, Benton, and Tim
-Richard-. Denton and the Rev.
Rogers. Rt. 4, Benton: two sisSurvivors include his wife, ters. Ms. Venona Rogers, MurMelvin Thompson will officiate.
Burial—will follow in Hicks Mrs. Lillian Paul lines: one ray, and Mrs. Wilma Garrett,
daughter; Mrs. Carmen Larker LaGrange: three brothers, Lee
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 8 and husband. Thomas, and one Rogers, Sheffield, Ala., Eldon
p.m today iTieesdayi at the fun- son, Billy Joe Jines. Gillespie. Rogers. Murray, and Robert
eral home.
three brothers. Clifford Jines. Rogers. Centertown: six grandThe family requests that
Perry, S.C., Sherman Jines. Jack - children, Justin, Mitchell, Hayden
expressions of sympathy be in the .on. Miss., and L.D. Jines. Kan- and Cody Rogers,
Jamie Poe and
form of donations to Good She- .:is City. Mo.: two grandchildren. Rona English.

Luther (Buck)Jines

r

Mrs. Helen Gray

""i
CORN AUSTIN'S
to

to

to

to

to

110:1(15'.

to

to

Ends
Saturday, May 22

was raised by Mrs. Gray; four
sisters, Mrs. Fay Connor, Grand
Rivers, Mrs. Wilma Phelps, Kuttawa, Mrs. .Ruby Peck, Dycusburg, and Mrs. Alice Brown,
Alton, Ill.; one brother, Russell
Rednour, Tucson, Ariz.

(3111111E
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OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous

Men's Suits

40%

40% off

to

dirdP

off

•OP

All
Men's Dress

Good Selection

"e-

Pants & Shirts

40% off

40%

Prices as ot 9 AM
Company

Price

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..-.-...--6.64
DJIA Previous Close..-.-3443.21
Air Products -.—.-.--4314 •'4
- 14
Bell South
Brigp & Stratton__. 621/2 + 3/s
Bristol Myers Squibb.-._.60 • 14
Chrysier_._..._...-.—.-423/. • 1/4
Dean Foods..-.--.-.—.-251/: • '4
• 1/4
Fisher Price .-.—.-.--....221/1 unc
Ford Motor..-.—.--.- 54'4 • 1h
General Electric............933/4 • 1/1
General Motors-.-.--.-401/2 - 1/4
+ 1/1
Goodyear...-.-.----....383/s mac
I B M-.—.-....—.-.—.-481/s • 1/4
Ingersoll Rand—....—.-3.31/. • 1/3
K•Mart.._ ......-.—.-.—.-2Y/s • 14
K U Energy._.--.-.—.. 301/4 • 1/4
17 - 34
Kroger
L G & E........--.-.—...393/1 • 14
McDonald,-.-.--....—.-....49 vac
Merck _.—.-.-.—._._...371/3 - 1/4
J.C. Penney.....—._._.....43'4 • 34
Peoples First*......-. 323/4B 3Y/4A
Quaker Oats .............691/4 +
Schering-Plough
unc
.Sears....................
« 34
6274 + 34
TexacoTime Warner.
.331/4 • 3/4
1ST
303/4 unc
Wal-Mart...............
261/8 unc
•Hilliard Lyons is•market maker in this
stock
UNC • price unchanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
AC'
Information
HILUARD
Available
Upon Request
LYONS
Our Best Inrestment Is You.
1.11 litira IL Lyons re. • kb FION WYSE amil

av

MAY DAY!
MAY DAY!.4

We're Overstocked
and Sinking Fast!
It's All Gotta Go!!!

off

OUTDOOR LIFE
Elastic Waist

$1 Q9

Shorts

Only

Denim Shorts &

Matching Tops

Take30%off

and Basic Pleats

Cross Creek'

Golf Knits

Take

Knit Shirts

25% off

By Never Legal', Rag
Tag and Union Bay' $0Q50

Jean Shorts

$1995

Light & Dark Shades

Reg up to '35

Huge Selection

Starting at lid Oea

Only

Stripes, Rugbys, Crews

Tops
Fancy Shorts

Starting at $225°
ea.

Starting at$1995
ea.
by Guess', Pepe', Bum' & More

Prints & Stripes
411141r
. irww.
•••

Boy's Department
by.Guese, Union Bay, Generra',
Pilot° & Duck Head'

,;•.,

30% off
You Gotta See Us ...
•

N
CORN AUSTI
... For Summer

PP1'
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PURDO
,
Furniture S, flattrek,,

SALE ONLY AT DOWNTOWN • kfiltILAY
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All
Men's Splortcoats so

All

Men's Ties

Funeral rites for Mrs. Helen
Gray are today at I p.m. in the
chapel of Morgan's Funeral
Home, Eddyville. The Rev. Doug
Phillips is officiating. Burial will
follow in Confederate Cemetery
in Lyon County. •
Mrs. Gray, 63, of 4856 Hudson
St., Kuttawa, died Sunday at 11
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Her death followed a long
illness.
Survivors include one daughter, Pamela Gray, Eddyville: one
son, Jeff Gray, Kuttawa: several
nieces and - nephews including
Cindy Rainey, Grand Rivers, who
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